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Pharmaceutical solid oral dosage product manufacturing is a well-established, yet revolutionizing area.
To this end, process analytical technology (PAT) involves interdisciplinary and multivariate (chemical,
physical, microbiological, and mathematical) methods for material (e.g., materials, intermediates,
products) and process (e.g., temperature, pressure, throughput, etc.) analysis. This supports rational
process modeling and enhanced control strategies for improved product quality and process efficiency.
Therefore, it is often difficult to orient and find the relevant, integrated aspects of the current state-of-
the-art. Especially, the link between fundamental research, in terms of sensor and control system
development, to the application both in laboratory and manufacturing scale, is difficult to comprehend.
This review compiles a nonexhaustive overview on current approaches from the recognized academia
and industrial practices of PAT, including screening, selection, and final implementations in solid oral
dosage manufacturing, through a wide diversity of use cases. Finally, the authors attempt to extract a
common consensus toward developing PAT application guidance for different unit operations of drug
product manufacturing.

© 2017 American Pharmacists Association®. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Pharmaceutical manufacturing in the 21st century is facing many
challenges on account of the constant improvement and optimiza-
tion of existing processes, as well as the integration of new tech-
nologies and often paradigm changing manufacturing strategies.
One very prominent example is the change from batch to continuous
manufacturing. The production of more complex pharmaceutical
products in combination with the aim of reduced costs, energy,
and raw material consumption leads to the requirement of
reduced variabilities, improved quality, shortened supply chains,
standardization, improved robustness, and to some extent
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individualized dosage form manufacturing efforts. Modern
manufacturing methods such as continuous processing, advanced
batch control, or personal batch production are using science-based
optimization and robust scale-up approaches for a broad range of
material properties and diversity of the desired quality in the
resulting product. This often relies on model-based design and
control, consequently enabling process analytical technologies
(PATs).

PAT is a complex system of multivariate (chemical, physical,
microbiological, and mathematical) methods for material (e.g.,
materials, intermediates, products) and process (e.g., temperature,
pressure, throughput, etc.) analysis, as well as process modeling
and enhanced control strategies for improved product quality and
process efficiency. Especially in the field of continuous
manufacturing, real-time analysis in terms of in-, on- or at-line
measurements are envisioned for real-time release (RTR) of the
product.1 The guidance documents from both the Food and Drug
Administration,2 as well as the International Conference on
Harmonization (ICH3) of Technical Requirements for Registration of
Pharmaceuticals for Human Use, describe the need for a fully un-
derstood and controlled process to assure the quality of the in-
termediates and products at any time during the process.

PAT is, by definition, a multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary
topic. Therefore, it is often difficult to find relevant and integrated
information regarding the current state-of-the-art. Especially, the
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link from fundamental research in terms of sensor and control
system development, to the application both in laboratory and
manufacturing scale, is difficult to comprehend. Following the idea
of Simon et al.,4 who performed an excellent job in assessing PAT
implementation in primary manufacturing, this article aims to be a
widespread source of information for readers interested in the
modern and upgraded industrial applications of PAT technologies
for secondary manufacturing of solid oral dosage of small mole-
cules. Starting with the basic aspects and new developments in the
academic environment, this multiauthor article places clear
emphasis on the compilations of real-life cases of PAT imple-
mentation in drug product manufacturing as the contribution from
pharmaceutical industry experts. Each contribution is composed by
experts in a particular field of PAT, bringing their knowledge and
experience with the applications of PAT, from both the academic as
well as manufacturing perspective. By encompassing various ex-
amples from different pharmaceutical industries and equipment, as
well as softwaremanufacturers, we aim to explore the convergence
and divergence on the thought processes of different stakeholders.
This can help in arriving at a common consensus toward devel-
oping subsequently the PAT application guidance for different unit
operations.

This article starts with a general view on PAT in manufacturing
and development of solid oral dosage forms (SODFs). The
following section covers the academic approach toward estab-
lishing PAT, according to the requirement for unit operation(s) and
their recent work on novel sensors, and the laboratory-scale
application provided by scientists from the Research Center
Pharmaceutical Engineering, the University of Eastern Finland, the
University of Bradford, Graz University of Technology, the Uni-
versity of Copenhagen, the University of Ghent, the University of
Strathclyde, and Rutgers University. This section is the base for the
industrial use cases from pharmaceutical manufacturing
composed by researchers from UCB, AstraZeneca, Bayer, Siemens,
Bosch, GEA, Pfizer, and a contribution from the polymer industry
by DOW.

This multiauthor review closes with a summary and future
perspective, attempting to guide the reader through the extensive
field of PAT.
PAT Implementation in Manufacturing and Development of
SODF

In the modern world, not only throughput and cost determine
the success of a manufacturing company, but also quality is
considered a central paradigm. This is even truer for the pharma-
ceutical industry, where quality assurance and control has always
been a stringent and integral part, with human patients being the
end users of the products.5

In the past, ensuring quality was the task of analytical labora-
tories. In the second half of the 20th century, driven especially by
the petrochemical industry, demand for faster analytical results
emerged, leading to process analytical chemistry and the applica-
tion of statistical process control.6 Merging and extending those
concepts led to “process analytical technologies.” As such, PAT is a
beneficiary of the decreased cost of measurement systems, on ac-
count of developments in microsystems technology, and the
increasing availability of computational power. With the PAT
initiative of the Food and Drug Administration, PAT was finally
introduced as an independent concept in regulatory requirements
and in industry.2 Nowadays, PAT is considered a pillar of the
pharmaceutical quality lifecycle implementation.7 Although PAT
had its origins in the pharmaceutical industry, it has spread to the
food industry, biotechnology, and others.8-10
The general conceptualization of PATas sketched in Figure 1 is to
cope with variations in a manufacturing process. In a traditional
pharmaceutical process, the process settings are validated and
fixed. Hence, varying input material and environmental conditions
lead to varying output quality. The quality is tested at the end of the
process, and the product deemed either good or bad. Acquiring
information from “inside the process” enables tuning of the
running process and obtaining the desired quality requirement
through adaptation to varying input quality. However, to achieve
this, it is necessary to have a sound physical understanding of
material and process.

This idea is manifested in the original definition of PAT.
“PAT [is] a system for designing, analyzing, and controlling
manufacturing through timely measurements (i.e., during pro-
cessing) of critical quality and performance attributes of raw and
in-process materials and processes, with the goal of ensuring final
product quality.”2

This statement contains many specifics. It implicitly states that
PAT should be used in developing (designing) new processes, but
also for (analyzing) current processes and to have influence on the
process (controlling). In that regard, timely measurements are
demanded, that is, measurements that provide a response during a
timescale that allows their information to be put to use within the
running process. Furthermore, information on material and pro-
cess, but basically all information relevant and obtainable, should
be used to ensure the quality of the final product. The critical
quality attributes (CQAs), as defined, should be the relevant per-
formance indicators for pharmaceutical finished products, which
are basically the desired in vitroein vivo performance and targeted
clinical response, as well as the required physical and chemical
stability shelf-life of the product. Any (potential) quality attributes
of intermediates/in-process materials that are amenable to PAT
application should also eventually be related to the performance
indicating qualities of the products. There are no further re-
strictions, as “the term analytical in PAT is viewed broadly to
include chemical, physical, microbiological, mathematical, and risk
analysis conducted in an integrated manner. The goal of PAT is
to enhance understanding and control the manufacturing
process […].”2

Especially in the light of the shift to continuous processes,
from current batch processing mainstays, PAT applications are
playing a more and more vital role. In a continuous process,
material is constantly charged, discharged, and processed. The
process itself should be monitored to stay within the predefined
process window. This must be done based on real-time mea-
surements and analysis, and a feasible, implemented control
strategy.11,12

PAT must not automatically lead to RTR but can be used for
trending and control only. On the other hand, RTR relies on the
process and material parameters and is thus hardly obtainable
without PAT. In that regard, parametric release has always been an
anticipated goal of PAT.13

To fulfill its role, PAT has to include and respect a variety of
different disciplines. First, it is necessary to understand the process
itself. Therefore, it is important to understand correct sampling
possibilities, configurations and the working principle of process
analyzers, as well as their offline analytical counterparts. Second,
knowledge of data acquisition, management, and of the statistical
and chemometric techniques for inferencing is crucial. Third,
awareness of the possibilities in understanding and controlling
processes must be present. Fourth, continuous improvement and
knowledge management tools, for example, risk analysis and con-
trol strategy must be included. Ultimately, this all has to be
considered under competitive and comparative economical
restrictions.14



Figure 1. The concept of PAT in a simple figure. The application of PAT enables again in process understanding, adjustment of the process to varying inputs, and to predict the
quality of the output.
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This article presents a variety of applications for PAT on (sec-
ondary) batch and continuous processes with the main focus on
solid oral dosage manufacturing of small molecules.

The interface to the process is where measurement takes place.
Thus, errors introduced here will propagate across the entire
concept. Sampling must be representative of the process but, at the
same time, reliable for the analyzer and noninvasive and non-
intervening. Especially for solids, as present in solid oral dosage
manufacturing, this can be complex. In that regard, the modes of
sampling are repeated swiftly,15 as shown in Figure 2. The place-
ment of the probe should be carefully evaluated and potential
disturbance of the process flow should be minimized. In some
cases, the measurement, for example, Raman spectroscopic mea-
surement with too high laser power, can be destructive to the
sample and cause degradation of the product. There is not yet a
clear regulatory definition of these terms, but European Pharma-
copoeia is working on a general chapter aiming to define different
approaches for process interfacing.

� For off-line sampling, samples are removed from the process
and transported to a laboratory. This method is slow, discon-
tinuous, and invasive; nonetheless, it offers the greatest flexi-
bility in deciding on a measurement method, sample
preparation, and usually offers access to the most accurate
methods.

� For at-line sampling, a dedicated device is positioned close to
the line. Samples may be removed from the stream occasionally
or continuously. These devices are usually robust but, as
opposed to the laboratory measurements, rely on fixed param-
eter settings and standardized procedures.

� For on-line measurement, samples are removed continuously
from the process stream, via a bypass to a specialized analyzer
and returned to the process stream. This rules out many
preparation possibilities (i.e., all forms of destructive testing
methods) but, in contrast, allowsmeasuring of a large fraction of
the product stream.

� In-line measurements measure directly at the unmodified
product stream and thus should have no influence on the pro-
cess. However, obtaining a representative sample may be diffi-
cult and robust calibration may be extensive, as only process
variations can be included in calibration or must be transferred
from off-line.

PAT must not be synonymous to in- and on-line sampling, but
the changes in the process stream are ideally slower than the time
needed for measuring, analyzing, and committing, as this enables
feedback and feed-forward control.

Many problems in PAT implementation in continuous processes
can be attributed to sampling issues.1,16 To follow practical sam-
pling principles as presented by the theory of sampling may be
occasionally difficult to realize.17-19

Dependent on the measurement principle, and chemical and
physical properties of the process stream, demands on the sam-
pling unit vary vastly. Many different designs have been developed
recently,20,21 and the range to choose from is steadily
increasing.15,22-24 Not only the property of interest, but also side
effects such as process variations and sensor fouling, is of serious
concern for correct selection.25-27

There is a clear distinction between univariate sensors (e.g.,
pressure, temperature, etc.28) returning a single value and multi-
variate (e.g., ultrasound29) analyzers. Spectroscopic sensors are a
special case of multivariate sensors, as their response is distin-
guished by incremental energy steps.30,31

This further introduces the concept of soft sensors, which
correlate several input sensors to a meaningful output that the
operator is interested in, but cannot assess directly. Soft sensors can



Figure 2. Possible modes of sampling on a continuous product stream. For more de-
tails, the reader is referred to the text.
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either be based on purely statistical correlations (black-box model)
or known physical relationships (white-box model) or a combina-
tion of both (gray-box model).32-34

Furthermore, suitable process analyzers are sensitive to the
variations one is interested in, but insensitive to all other variations
(a prominent counter example is the simultaneous sensitivity of
near-infrared (NIR) to chemical concentration and particle size
distribution [PSD]35).

A majority of applications in the pharmaceutical industry are
based on NIR spectroscopy,36-39 followed by Raman spectros-
copy.40,41 Further standard operations in the pharmaceutical in-
dustry are UV-VIS analysis (mainly on liquids) and imaging for
extractingmorphological features.14 However, other technologies are
quickly catching up and increasing the variety of possible PAT tools.
Notable widespread developments are found in on-line nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR),42 terahertz spectroscopy,43 acoustics,29

microwave resonance tomography,44 effusivity,45 light scattering,46

resistivity,47 dielectric and impedance,48 X-ray imaging,49 optical
coherence tomography,50 and more. Nonetheless, most of those
methods did not find widespread application in industry yet.

The increased amount and complexity of analyzer data naturally
leads to the connection of PAT with data analysis. In- and on-line
sensors open up the possibility to take a look at the processes in
detail hitherto not considered. The obtained data often allow direct
sound physical interpretations of process occurrences and thus
support understanding and optimization greatly.

On account of the sheer number of data, modern statistical
methods are applied frequently.51-53

Experimental design (Design of Experiments [DoE]) and basic
statistical analysis are used for the proper understanding of mea-
surements, but additionally for planning future experiments.51,54-56

Exploratory data analysis includes tools for historical struc-
turing and basically any collection of data generated. These tools
are used to reduce redundant data and to highlight the relevant
information.57 This further supports process trending and inferring
qualitative conclusions from the data. The standard tools of process
monitoring (e.g., process capability indices and Shewhart charts)
are included, as well as their multivariate counterparts,58,59 to
determine the process state in the design space. A widely used
method for process trending is principal component analysis (PCA).

Quantitative prediction is very common, that is, determining the
value of an unknown variable based on known variables. This can
be the assessment of an otherwise undefined variable (e.g., matu-
rity of a batch process, or an even more abstract process indicator
variable based on current process data), but also (future) predicted
process states and projected product quality attributes, based on
current knowledge, which is important for predictive control ac-
tions.60-62 The huge topic of chemometrics is part of the previously
mentioned points, dealing with the assessment of variables of in-
terest, based on measured spectra, but also including physical and
chemical knowledge on the monitored processes and materials.
Here, partial least squares (PLS) regression is frequently used, with
the dominant application of predicting active pharmaceutical
ingredient (API) concentration via NIR spectroscopy.39

Also classification by different methods, used for quality control,
sorting mechanisms, and others, is commonly applied.63,64

Often bringing into accordance, the different data specifications
of single instruments, algorithms, and post-processing systems can
be exhausting. In PAT, data from different locations, varying in-
struments with different measurement principles and often sup-
plied by different vendors, have to be combined. Evenmore so, data
of a completely different nature (i.e., spectral data of material, off-
line material tests, current process data like temperatures and
pressures, but also set points of control mechanisms) must be
combined into meaningful relationships. These multidimensional
data are still a great challenge, and tools for handling it are
cumbersome, demanding statistical knowledge and attention to
detail.65

In recent years, interoperability between systems has been
greatly enhanced. Yet, dealing with chunks of large data sets,
arriving with high frequency, is still an issue for many systems.

PAT optimally provides understanding of the causal relation-
ships betweenmeasurement and response (i.e., process parameters
and quality characteristics of intermediate and product). Therefore,
in the area of process development, PAT is considered as the current
industrial practice.66 Having the physical and statistical under-
standing of a process allows proper definition of control and action
points in a process.

Hence, after data consolidation, this information can be used in
various control loops of different complexity, whereas for end
quality control, only feedback loops are possible. Having PAT in
place also allows feed-forward control, for example, via model
predictive control.67,68

For integrated operations, analyzers must be integrated in a
complete line setup, and hence, they must be interoperable with a
control (guidance) system. Not only are the typical sensor data
relevant for control, but also the so-called “machine data,” that is,
state variables of the process equipment, must be included.69,70

Concatenating several supervised unit operations should sup-
port material tracing throughout the process.71 This, in addition, is
necessary to justify an RTR approach, as the conditions by which a
material batch was processed must be able to be traced.

As PAT is a science- and risk-based approach, not only under-
standing of the process but also the effects of incomplete data and
knowledge have to be taken into account and quantification of the
risk this poses.72

Whereas, up to now, PAT has focused on process understanding,
by equipping existing processes, or delivering data and insights
during process development, the first “fully grown” applications,
that is, PAT used for process control in pharmaceutical production
and real-time release testing (RTRT), have been reported.73

From an historical point of view, process analytical technologies
are facing ever-growing demands (partly caused by their success);
process trending demands time resolved data but can be performed
on historical data also. Data analysis supports finding errors in
retrospective and establishes statistical correlations between pro-
cess and product parameters. Furthermore, it provides insight into
the quality of the current process. The gained statistical knowledge
can then be compared against physical first principles for better
process understanding. Process trending also enables scheduling
maintenance tasks and anticipating process or sensor failure in
advance.74

In a consecutive step, the insights gained are used to make ad-
justments to the process via providing guidance to operators.75

However, making direct influence via a control system, which
sets actions based on the analyzed data, is usually aimed for.76,77



Figure 3. Mapping of tablets via near-infrared imaging. The spatial axis represents the
position at the conveyor belt, and the frames axis represents the process time. The
chemical information was acquired with a rate of 200 Hz. The spatial distribution of
the API content at the surface of each single tablet can be predicted in-line.
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With enough confidence in the data, and enough accuracy in the
quantitative predictions, the obtained information can be used to
directly assess the quality of the product. This is achieved without
further testing procedures, realizing RTRT. In practice, this step is
critical and tests are often substituted one-by-one.78,79

Much of the current knowledge developed via, and for, PATs,
especially regarding technical details, is currently contained in
dedicated, singular, applied probe designs, and in data handling,
preprocessing, and data analysis specifics. Often this knowledge is
created painfully by single individuals but not available in an un-
derstandable and consistent manner, even inside a company. Here,
proper knowledge management is important.

PAT will, in the future, play an increasingly important rule for
the pharmaceutical industry. This development occurs in parallel
with progress in sensor technology, from a hardware and software
perspective as well.

Fundamentals and Principles of PAT Methods

NIR Imaging and Optical Coherence Tomography

The most common method in the pharmaceutical industry for
in-line acquisition of multivariate process data is NIR spectroscopy.
It supports not only real-time monitoring of all quality attributes
related to concentration, such as content uniformity, homogeneity,
and residual moisture, but also physical attributes. Ribbon density
can be measured during the roller compaction process, to predict
granule size distribution (GSD).80 Pharmaceutical properties such
as hardness, disintegration time, and dissolution of final tablets can
be predicted by using either transmission or reflectance mode.81-83

Especially, when monitoring of different process steps is
essential such as in automated continuous manufacturing lines,
application of multipoint spectrometers may be beneficial. Within
recent years, different systems have been developed, which enable
in-line measurements at different locations within 1 process step,
or even at different unit operations timely aligned with 1 single
device. In-process spectrometers based on 2 different principles of
optical division are available. The first are using an optical switch
between a spectrometer base unit and the different probes.84 This
means that one can see only 1 monitoring position per switch in-
terval. The loss of intensity caused by the optical switch can be
overcome through increasing the acquisition time of each port,
leading to a longer sampling interval of each probe. Depending on
the process application, resulting time intervals are in the range of
hundreds of milliseconds to a few seconds. However, these time
spans are sufficiently fast enough for monitoring of powder pro-
cesses without fast reactions or step changes. The second type di-
vides a diode array chip into different sections, of which each one
collects the spectral information of 1 single monitoring position. An
optical dispersion system leads to standard fiber ports, where
different probes can be connected. The high acquisition rates,
together with the simultaneous measurement, enable monitoring
of fast processes85,86 such as chemical reactions in a liquid phase.

Recent developments in chemical imaging reveal that applica-
tions for in-line quality control of product streams are feasible.87-90

This includes powder raw materials, intermediates such as gran-
ules, and final dosage forms. Foreign materials can be detected as
well as the content uniformity of tablets controlled in-line.

By installing a chemical imaging system to survey a mass flow,
for example, on top of a conveyor belt transporting tablets, spectral
information of all particles of the collective can be acquired. The
spatial axis perpendicular to the belt corresponds to the spatial
resolution of the chemical information, whereas the movement of
the objects enables the timely resolution of the process. Recent
developments in diode array configurations allow acquisition rates
of up to 500 Hz. This enables monitoring the surface of more than
500,000 tablets per hour, with a resolution of approximately 60
pixels per tablet. Figure 3 shows a mapping of tablets after the
outlet of a tablet press. The spatial distribution of the API content on
the surface of the tablets can be used as an in-line quality control.
Nests of API or excipient (depicted as darker regions) can be
detected, which derive from insufficient mixing in the upstream
process.

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) uses a light source with
defined bandwidth, which penetrates solid matter and is reflected
at any boundary layer between materials with different refraction
indices.91 The reflected light and a reference light path are fed to a
spectrometer and produce an interference pattern. The position of
those reflections is calculated via Fourier Transformation into the
spatial domain. A high number of depth scans in 1 sample enable
the computation of cross-sectional or 3-dimensional images.

Figure 4 shows pictures of tablets passing the OCT sensor
during a pan-coating process, at different stages of the process.
The growth of the coating layer can be clearly detected in-line. On
account of the high amount of information obtained, the intra-
tablet coating variability (which refers to the relative standard
deviation of the coating thickness of each analyzed tablet) and the
intertablet coating variability (which refers to the relative stan-
dard deviation of the mean coating thickness of all analyzed
tablets) can also be calculated. Additionally, the at-line OCT
application, including a 3D-sensor, enables complete mapping of
coating surfaces.
PAT in Hot Melt Extrusion

A hot melt extrusion (HME) process line is inherently contin-
uous and combines several processing steps, such as dosing,
melting, blending, devolatilization, solidification, and shaping in 1
step. Moreover, one of the main advantages of HME is that very
stable amorphous systems, with enhanced bioavailability, can be
achieved.92-94 A typical line consists of 1 or more feeders, the
extruder, and a shaping step, for example, a pelletizing or injection
molding.

In pharmaceutical applications, feeding is usually performed by
loss-in-weight screw feeders (schematically shown in Fig. 5)
because they can handle a wide range of powders with varying
properties.

Extrusion equipment originally comes from the polymer in-
dustry and thus offers a wide range of layouts and types. A detailed
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discussion of the selection of extrusion types would exceed the
scope of this section, although it is available in literature.92,95-97 In
the pharmaceutical context, mainly corotating twin-screw ex-
truders have been used thus far, because of their self-wiping ability,
facilitating a narrow residence time distribution (RTD). Basically, all
extruders consist of a drive unit, a processing unitdwith several
temperature-controlled barrels, 1 or 2 screws with variable screw
element configuration, a die plate with one or several dies and a
measurement and control unit.

The existing pelletization technology is also coming from the
plastics industry and is dominated by 2 principles: (1) die-face
pelletization and (2) strand pelletization (Fig. 6). In the first case,
the strand emerging from the die plate directly after the extruder is
cut bymoving knives. At this stage, the strand is more or less still in
the molten state and a round pellet can be achieved. In strand
pelletization, the strand is guided over a certain distance, where it
is cooling, to the pelletizer and cut into cylindrical pellets. In both
cases, the temperature at the cut is crucial for the formation of
uniform pellets.

The selection of the appropriate pelletization unit is based on
rheological properties of the melt and the mechanical properties of
the strand.98

For both technologies, it is crucial to maintain a tightly
controlled and uniform thermal state at the die plate. This is
because the uniformity of the strand velocity at the die plate de-
termines the uniformity of the pellets. Another challenge is the
demand of rather small pellets compared to the plastics industry.
Pellet sizes of 3 mm are very common in plastics, whereas most
pharmaceutical applications, such as capsule filling or tableting,
need pellets in the range of 0.5-1 mm. At these smaller sizes, small
dies are necessary, causing rather high pressure drops and sig-
nificant dissipative heat generation due to shear in the extrusion
dies.

Applying the concept of risk management during process
development, potential critical process parameters and material
attributes should be considered. Considering an extrusion and
pelletization process, a collection of such is provided in Figure 7.

Feeding is the crucial processing step in any continuous pro-
cessing line. Although a certain degree of back-mixing in the
extruder can be used to dampen out feeder perturbations, a robust
feeding design is prerequisite for any process delivering a product
of uniform quality. The process parameter(s) set in this unit are 1 or
Figure 4. In-line OCT images of tablet coatings in a pan-coating process at different stages o
images at bottom) are clearly visible.
more feed rates, which determine formulation composition, con-
tent uniformity, and assay in the product. These are consequently
the parameters of interest for the PAT strategy.

The extrusion process is characterized by a certain throughput
and the screw speed. Both parameters combine in the 2 common
measures for scaling and comparing extrusion processes: the spe-
cific mechanical energy consumption (SMEC) and the RTD. The
SMEC is defined as

SMEC ¼ 2*p*n*Md
_m

(1)

with n representing the screw speed, Md the torque on the screw
shafts and _m the throughput. Together with the RTD, the SMEC is
used to compare how intensively the material was exposed to
stressdthermal and mechanicaldduring the extrusion. Because
both values are usually measured as an integral value over the
entire extrusion length, some crucial information, such as tem-
perature peaks, can still be missed. Thus, additional process
monitoring tools are required. Product properties of interest are, for
example, melt temperature and pressure, formulation composition
and uniformity, as well as information concerning the solid state, or
interaction of API and carriers.

The pelletization process is characterized by the cutting fre-
quency, which, together with the throughput, determines the
average pellet size. Also, the melt and the knife temperature at the
cut are important parameters that unfortunately cannot be
assessed easily. Pellet properties of interest are PSD and shape
distribution, as well as mechanical pellet stability.

Saerens et al.99 recently provided an extensive review of PAT
tools for HME, listing in-line, on-line, univariate, and multivariate
methods applied in the pharmaceutical and plastics industries. The
field of application for the most common methods, such as NIR
spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy, or UV/Vis spectroscopy, is
extensively documented in literature.40,41,99-101 Unfortunately, for
the continuous monitoring of feeders, no such review can be found
in literature. Of course, feed rate monitoring via hopper weight
detection is established, but additional information, such as local
bulk density, identity, or water content determination directly in
the hopper, could provide attractive information for process
development and control. Especially, during refilling phases, an
alternative monitoring method would be useful for screw speed
f the process. The growing coating layer (top of images) and the perforated pan (some



Figure 5. Configuration of a twin-screw LIW feeder with agitator. LIW, loss-in-weight.
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control. In pelletization, the temperature directly at the cut is an
important parameter, which cannot be determined thus far. Still,
several applications of in-line PSD and pellet shape monitoring are
reported in literature and can provide dynamic information about
the pelletization performance.102-104 Mechanical properties of
pellets are usually determined off-line during process and formu-
lation development. An overview over PAT tools currently used in
extrusion and pelletization processes is found in Figure 8.

In general, for most PAT tools, spatial and timely sampling is
the biggest challenge that has to be overcome. In the extrusion
process, assessment of material properties along the screw
length is nontrivial. On the one hand, the passing of the screw
and nonuniform sample presentation in front of the probe has to
be corrected in spectral data and, on the other hand, univariate
data can be collected at the wall only. Especially, the measure-
ment of melt temperature, along the processing length, is a
challenge. Traditionally used thermocouple sensors have a very
slow response time, making the obtained information irrelevant
for process control. Additionally, such wall-mounted sensors are
strongly influenced by the surrounding barrel temperature if
poorly insulated.105 IR sensors are very well suited for detecting
high frequency variations but are dependent on material prop-
erties influencing the penetration depth of the signal. Thus,
varying sample size strongly influences the detected temperature
and might cause significant variability in the signal. Application
Figure 6. Two possible configurations of an extrusion-pelletization line. (Left) Die-face
pelletization. (Right) Strand pelletization.
of a thermocouple mesh105 showed significant variation of the
melt temperature over the radius. However, this technique
cannot be applied along the screw because it needs a free melt
channel. Moreover, it is limited to medium viscous melts, on
account of mechanical stability. Nonetheless, this measurement
is very attractive for troubleshooting, for example, irregularities
in strand velocity from the die causing poor pelletization
performance.

In general, the selection of the appropriate method and setup
depend strongly on the problem setting. During process devel-
opment, tools with wide applicability and fast response which
deliver as much information as possible are desired, even if they
are demanding in data processing. For example, especially for
determination of an RTD, measurement frequency and sampling
volume is crucial, whereas for process monitoring, measurement
robustness is a primary concern and only relevant data will be
collected.

The most widely applied PAT technique in HME is NIR spec-
troscopy, which has been used to quantify formulation composition
and measure degree of interaction between the API and poly-
mer.106,107 NIR is typically implemented using a high temperature
probe inserted into the extruder die. Light is passed via optical fi-
bers through a sapphire window into the melt; for transparent
melts, absorbance can be measured by collecting the light reflected
from the melt using the same probe (for opaque melts) or collected
via a second probe positioned directly opposite to the transmitting
probe. Recently, a transflectance NIR method was reported,101

capable of compositional quantification of opaque and trans-
parent melts. This used a reflectance probe mounted opposite a
highly polished surface, which allowed light to be reflected back to
the reflectance probe for compositions exhibiting low opacity.
Measurement along the barrel of the extruder is more challenging,
on account of the curved geometry and because twin-screw
extruder screw channels run partially full, leading to difficulties
in ensuring the sampling window is fully covered. In 1 study, an
adaptor was specially designed to locate the NIR probe between the
extruder screws and die, allowing an investigation of the effect of
screw geometry to be performed.100

Analysis of NIR spectra is complex and requires the application
of chemometrics (predominantly PLS and PCA) to calibrate
measured spectra against a set of materials with known concen-
trations. The obtained model, once validated, can then be used to
provide a real-time indication of the parameter of interest, from
measured spectra. Typically, a number of NIR spectra are averaged
to reduce noise, although this lowers the sampling frequency. NIR
has also been used to measure residence time in HME,108 by the
addition of a tracer material into the feed hopper, and to monitor
the formation of cocrystals during extrusion.109

Raman spectroscopy has been applied to HME either in the
extruder die, barrel, or for post-extrusion sampling of extruded
film.107,110-112 PLS models have been used to correlate known API
concentrations with measured Raman spectra. In addition to
providing information related to concentration, Raman has been
used to determine the degree of hydrogen bonding between the API
and polymer and to infer the crystalline state of the API. Sharpness
of bands relating to the API indicates crystallinity; broadening of
the bands reflects an increase in the amorphous content. Formation
of hydrogen bonding is evidenced by peak shifts in the Raman
spectra.

Raman probes have also been used to take measurements at
several locations along the extruder barrel during HME.111 Varia-
tion of drug content, screw rotation speed, and set temperature
were investigated to determine the effects on the API along the
extruder barrel. However, the challenges of partially filled screw
channels, causing high levels of variation in signal, were



Figure 7. A selection of process and product parameters of interest for PAT monitoring.
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highlighted. Attempts have been made at using Raman to monitor
extruded film, using a probe clamped close to the exit of the
extruder die.112 Quantification of API loading was achieved using
PLS models; however, challenges in the path length between
probe and film were encountered, on account of movement of the
film.

A direct comparison of Raman and NIR spectroscopy in HME has
been reported, using probes located in the extruder die.107 It was
concluded that the 2 techniques were complementary and able to
provide similar levels of information relating to the composition
and polymer-drug interactions. Other forms of spectroscopic
measurements such as in the ultraviolet and visible wavelength
range (UV-VIS) have been applied to polymer extrusion in attempts
to measure degradation.113 UV-VIS spectroscopy has also been
applied to extrusion to measure residence time distribution, using
fluorescent tracers,114 and melt temperature, using temperature
sensitive fluorescing dyes.115

Ultrasonic monitoring has been widely applied in polymer
processing research and offers potential to provide useful infor-
mation for HME.116-118 Here, high-frequency ultrasonic probes are
used in through-transmission or pulse-echo mode in the extruder
die to measure velocity or attenuation of the ultrasonic signal.
These signals can be used to provide information about the state of
the melt, such as density, temperature, or composition. Ultrasonic
monitoring is nonintrusive and has a fast response time; however,
the measured signals are complex to interpret and are influenced
by conditions inside the process such as temperature and pressure.
Therefore, the effect of these factors has to be calibrated.

In-process rheological measurements may also be used in PAT
applications. Rheology is sensitive to composition, additive con-
tent, and molecular weight. Simple in-line rheological dies have
been designed for polymer extrusion, incorporating several
pressure sensors flush mounted along the inner surface of a slit or
tube.119,120 Pressure drop in the die at a known volumetric flow
rate is used to calculate shear stress, shear rate, and viscosity. This
is a relatively low cost and simple measurement technique, which
provides a single-point indication of viscosity. At present, in-
process rheometry has seen limited application within pharma-
ceutical HME, although off-line rheometry is widely used in the
development of polymeric pharmaceutical formulations.121-123

Incorporation of a convergent section of the die also facilitates
measurement of extensional flow properties, which can be more
sensitive to small changes in structure and composition than
shear viscosity. On-line rheological techniques have also been
developed.124 These allow rheology to be measured over a wider
range of strain rates, rather than at a single point. However, the
inherent delay in sampling and disruption to the process limits
their usefulness in PAT.

Melt temperature is an important parameter in HME, influ-
encing viscosity, mixing, and drug-polymer interactions. Although
not providing information directly related to the quality of a melt
extruded product, it is useful to measure melt temperature for



Figure 8. Currently used PAT tools for pharmaceutical extrusion and pelletization lines.
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process optimization. Measurement of the temperature of a flowing
viscoelastic material without affecting its flow is challenging,
particularly when bearing in mind that temperature varies radially
across the flow channel. Infrared temperature sensors are able to
provide a nonintrusive indication of melt temperature, averaged
over a volume close to the die wall.125,126 This technique has a
response time in the order of 10 ms; however, the effective pene-
tration depth of the measurement is highly dependent on the
emissivity of the material; therefore, care should be taken when
interpreting measurements. Intrusive temperature measurement
methods such as thermocouple grids and combs have been used to
provide a real-time indication of the radial temperature profile in
an extruder die.127,128 Such methods are more suited to research
and process optimization than manufacturing, on account of the
intrusive nature, fragility of the sensor, and risk of product
contamination. A detailed study of the relationship between pro-
cess conditions, screw design, and melt temperature in HME has
yet to be reported.

A wider range of monitoring techniques have been applied to
polymer extrusion, which at present have not found applications in
HME. These include terahertz spectroscopy,129 NMR,130 flow visu-
alization,131 and capacitance spectroscopy.132 For the sake of brev-
ity, further discussion of these measurements techniques will not
be provided here and the reader is directed to the references pro-
vided for further information.

Injection molding, as a downstream process, is a batch process
where components with complex geometries can be produced
from polymers with high precision and repeatability. The process is
currently used to manufacture some pharmaceutical implants133

and, it has been demonstrated, as a method of producing oral
dosage forms.134,135 As applications of HME and solid dispersions
increase, it is likely that injection molding will be used as a
manufacturing route for such products.

PAT studies related to injection molding have not yet been re-
ported; however, process monitoring techniques applied to poly-
mer injection molding provide some guidance. On account of the
complexity of the process, injection molding machines are
designed to provide a number of measured process parameters
during each mold cycle, which aid setup, optimization, and quality
control. These include, for example, measured injection pressure,
melt cushion (distance between the screw tip and the nozzle at the
end of the packing phase), and plasticization time, each of which
can provide a sensitive indication of material consistency and
process repeatability.136,137 Monitoring the power consumption of
the machine has also been shown to provide a nonintrusive, sen-
sitive fingerprint of process performance from cycle to cycle.136

There is also potential to incorporate sensors into the injection
molding process, before the nozzle and in the mold cavity. The
former allows measurement of the molten reservoir of material,
before and during injection. The latter provides information during
the cooling and solidification phase of the mold cycle. Primarily,
pressure and temperature measurements have been made at these
points, for example, as a quality control to check that fully molded
parts have been produced. Ultrasonic monitoring has also yielded
useful results on mold filling and part thickness.138 Although the
incorporation of spectroscopic probes (NIR, Raman) in the nozzle or
mold cavity is plausible, the short cycle times, rapidly changing
process conditions, and high pressures offer significant challenges
to obtaining meaningful data. Robots are often used to handle
injection-molded components, offering the possibility of using
camera-generated image analysis of parts for quality control of
dimensions.139

The goal of a process control strategy is “…to ensure that a
product of required quality will be produced consistently.”140 This
is achieved by developing a process with a robust process window,
application of in-process controls, and control of input material.
During process development and process window definition, data
are collected ideally from several monitoring tools. In extrusion, for
example, measurement of melt temperature, API morphology, or
API-carrier interaction along the extruder can be used to select the
optimal screw configuration for a specific formulation. This infor-
mation can be used later for process control because it allows easily
accessible data correlation, such asmelt temperature or spectra at a
specific point to state variables in the system, which cannot be
measured permanently. Thus, the definition of soft sensors can help
to indirectly assess critical material attributes.

An attractive option for a soft sensor in an extrusion and
pelletization line is the prediction of API dissolution from HME
pellets, based on particle size and shape measurement in combi-
nation with information about formulation composition.
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Another approach to process control is to establish flow sheet
models for the process line, based on RTDs of each subsystem, or
simple mechanistic models. The modeled process line can be used
to investigate start-up and control strategies for certain failure
modes dynamically. Based on this, manufacturing can be per-
formed with increased efficiency. Flow sheet modeling also offers
the possibility to assess the best strategy for out-of-spec (OOS)
events. In the case of an extrusion and pelletization line, the option
of material ejection after the pelletizer, or in case of strand pellet-
ization, even after the extruder, is possible. Engisch and Muzzio141

recently discussed the applicability of RTDs to address traceability
of a material through a continuous process line. Different ap-
proaches for batch definition are presented and the OOS trace-
ability, through processes with different RTD, discussed. Finally, if
OOS events should be detected, the importance of measurement
frequency and sensitivity for in-line measurements is emphasized.
Thus, sampling (spatially and temporal) again determines the
applicability of any PAT tool for process control.

PAT in Drying Processes

Water content of intermediates and the final product is a crucial
factor affecting the safety and processability of pharmaceuticals.
Many products involve amorphous or partially amorphous matter,
which is further complicating the control of water-solid in-
teractions in these systems.142 One cannot avoid water in the
pharmaceutical-manufacturing environment or completely protect
the intermediate or final product from environmental moisture.
This underpins the need for robust fast process analytical tools.
Drying processes can be controlled by a measurement of product
temperature and the properties of the drying air. This approach can
be considered as school-book engineering knowledge. The use of
NIR spectroscopy for determination of water content is a classic
example of spectroscopy-based PAT and a well-established tool for
processmeasurement and control. NIR has been broadly used in the
other areas of chemical industry, especially within food sciences,
starting in last millennium, for a wide range of applications, for
example, water and protein analysis.143 During the 1990s, the use of
NIR for measurement and control of water in drying processes
became generally accepted in the pharmaceutical field. Today, it is a
well-understood and documented solution. Installation of an NIR
probe into a dryer is often the first PAT application. It can be even
considered “low-hanging fruit” that is relatively easy to use as an
example to justify the first investment in PAT.

The structural diversity of pharmaceutical products is
increasing, and there are more and more products with complex
interplay between, for example, amorphous/crystalline, salt/co-
crystal/free form or hydrate/anhydrate structures. Water is an
important player affecting kinetics of phase transformations be-
tween these solid forms and more detailed insight would be
needed to fully understand the material behavior during process-
ing. One useful approach for a more detailed understanding of
material characteristics during processing is Raman spectros-
copy.41,144 Although NIR spectroscopy can be used not only for
quantification of water but also for more detailed structural anal-
ysis of matter, Raman spectroscopy is in many cases a superior PAT
tool for monitoring and controlling solid form changes during
processing. Raman spectroscopy can provide detailed insight into
hydrate formation during wet granulation and drying processes.
Together with simple multivariate data analysis, the kinetics of
phase changes can be easily visualized.145,146

Chemical mapping is an important tool for future process
analysis. NIR chemical mapping is a fast tool for visualization of
water in a high number of samples. In the case of protein and
peptide-based products, the key drying operation is freeze-drying.
Water is known to be the most important quality attribute affecting
not only the folding of complex biologics and by this means func-
tionality of the final product, but also the physical stability of the
final freeze-dried product. Because the freeze-dried cake is mainly
consisting of carbohydrate-based excipients in an amorphous and
crystalline state, great attention should be paid to optimization of
water content in these systems. NIR chemical mapping can be used
not only for quantification of water in a high number of freeze-
dried products but also for identification of problems related to
physical stability of the system. An example of NIR chemical
mapping, of well-plateebased formulation screening, can be per-
formed with a focus on the 1940 nm absorption band of water. A
simple baseline-correction algorithm can be used for data analysis
and based on this information, formulations with a high water
content can be identified (Fig. 9). Samples have been freeze-dried in
96 well-plates, and the presented examples contain a placebo
formulation with varying excipient compositions. This results in a
varying amorphous content for samples, with different water-
sorbing potential. This can be visualized with a quantification
model based on a simple baseline correction of the 1940 nm signal.
It should be noted that a complex multivariate (chemometrics)
model is not always needed to extract the correct amount of in-
formation from the measured data.

Chemical mapping can be further used for more detailed anal-
ysis of drying-related phenomena in complex systems. NIR chem-
ical mapping has been used for quantifying and visualizing complex
phase changes, both in the excipient and in the active compound.
Different dehydration kinetics of both lactose monohydrate and the
active compound (piroxicam monohydrate) can be visualized
simultaneously at the surface of a tablet in elevated tempera-
tures.148 This again underpins the importance of materials science
and consideration of multiple possible transformations occurring
during drying. Drying is not only a process involving removing of
water from a sample, but removal of water can also result in a series
of complex phase transformations. High-end analytical tools may
be required to fully understand these transformations. Aae Chris-
tensen et al.149 have reported the use of a variable-temperature
synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction approach for structural
analysis of temperature-mediated phase changes. After in-depth
analysis of material behavior in potential drying temperatures, a
right process design and an investment into a right process
analytical tool can be made.

Critical Aspects of Continuous Direct Compaction Tablet
Manufacturing

Continuous direct compaction tableting is the simplest way to
produce tablets. It consists of a minimum of only 3 unit operations:
feeding, blending, and tableting, and optionally a fourth unit
operationdtablet coating (Fig. 10). During continuous direct
compaction, it is possible to manufacture all tablet dosage forms,
from conventional immediate-release tablets to modified-release
tablets (matrix-based tablets with 3-unit operation and coated
tablets with 4-unit operation). General requirements for contin-
uous direct compaction tableting, from an input formulation and
powder blend standpoint, are good flowability, resistance to
segregation for the powder blend, and good tablettability. Herein,
the implementation of NIR for on-line monitoring of blend homo-
geneity in a continuous direct compaction line (PROMIS-line at the
University of Eastern Finland) is discussed.

Key CQA for blending is blend homogeneity. Thus, the blend
homogeneity measurement directly after blending is an obvious
choice. NIR spectroscopy is a well-established in-line method for
content analysis. The main question, which is not very well
represented in the scientific literature, is the scale of scrutiny of



Figure 9. NIR chemical mapping of water in freeze-dried samples. Distribution of water in well plates: plates 1 (top) and 3 (bottom) at days 0, 2, and 10 after freeze-drying. The
composition is the same for both plates, but the storage humidity condition was 11% RH in plate 1 and 43% RH in plate 3. Reprinted from Trnka et al.,147 with a permission from
Elsevier.
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in-line NIR content analysis in continuous direct compaction tab-
leting. The scale of scrutiny mostly depends on how the interfacing
of NIR measurement is configured and on how fast integration
times of spectrometers can be achieved (usually this is a minor
challenge with modern spectrometers). Next, 2 solutions will be
presented for in-line blend homogeneity NIR measurements. The
first is the so-called “powder flow chute”which is connected to the
outlet of a continuous blender (see Fig. 11). Powder flows over
the sapphire window (diameter approximately 2.5 cm) and the
bottom part of powder flow is illuminated (spot size approximately
5 mm) by a light source. The NIR signal (spot size approximately 3
mm) is measured (averaged over 100 spectra per secondd1
spectrum per second) from the illuminated spot. Drawbacks of this
configuration are that only the bottom part of the powder flow and
only a narrow line (a few millimeters) of flow is measured. This
yields measurements of roughly 10% of flowing powder.

The second example is a so-called “NIR-Sphere,” which is based
on the optical theory of an integrated sphere (see Fig. 12). An NIR-
Sphere is a device that has a perfect sphere inside. A transparent
tube, where powder flows, passes through the sphere. The inside of
the sphere is illuminated with a halogen lamp, and 6 optical fibers
collect the NIR signal from different angles to the spectrometers.
One hundred spectra per second are averaged again, over all 6
channels, to obtain 1 spectrum per second. With the aid of this
configuration, a much more representative sampling is obtained
because virtually all flowing powder is measured.
In-line and on-line applications for aforementioned CQAs are
still a challenge, but it can be assumed that lot of development will
happen in this sector in the near future. Some preliminary appli-
cations, for example, for in-line content analysis of tablets, have
been published, but commercialization efforts are yet to be
undertaken.150

PAT in Continuous Wet Granulation

A state-of-the-art continuous production line (such as from
powder to tablet ConsiGma line from GEA Pharma Systems) con-
sists of 4 major units: a continuous twin-screw granulator (TSG)
(Fig. 13a), a 6 parallel cells fluid bed dryer (Fig. 13b), a conditioning
unit including a mill (Fig. 13c), and a rotary tablet press (Fig. 13d).

The first level of process understanding and monitoring can be
obtained via the default built-in univariate sensors (e.g., tempera-
ture, pressure, humidity sensors, etc.). However, multivariate PAT
tools are also needed for complete product visualization, process
understanding, and process monitoring for control.

Based on a risk-assessment, 5 locations (numbers 1 to 5 in
Fig. 13) are defined as crucial, to measure critical (intermediate)
product quality attributes at production scale.151 At the first loca-
tion (PAT 1), just before granulation, the potency and the unifor-
mity of the blend fed into the TSG are measured. At the second
location (PAT 2), behind the granulator, the moisture distribution of
the granules and the GSD are monitored. At the third location



Figure 10. Unit operations in continuous direct compaction tableting (a). Continuous direct compaction tableting line (PROMIS-line) at the University of Eastern Finland, School of
Pharmacy, Kuopio, Finland (b).
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(PAT 3), between the dryer and the granule conditioning unit, the
GSD and the moisture content of the dried granules are measured
to guarantee propermilling and suitable granule CQAs for tableting.
At the fourth location (PAT 4), after the conditioning unit, the GSD is
monitored to guarantee the further processability of the granules.
At the final location (PAT 5), in the feed frame of the tablet press, the
final blend potency and uniformity are evaluated. A summary of
PAT tools implemented for process monitoring is given in Table 1.

The first unit operation is the powder feeding into the twin-
screw granulator. The preblend can be prepared batchwise or
continuously depending on the rawmaterial properties. In the case
of continuous blending, the preblend is connected to the refilling
system of the feeder. The standard loss-in-weight feeder configu-
ration includes a mass sensor to allow accurate control of the feed
rate. Feeder performance depends not only on the feeder design but
also onmaterial properties, operating environment, and equipment
upstream or downstream.152 Engisch et al.153 highlighted the
importance of ensuring powder feeding consistency and accuracy
in continuous processes and proposed a method for loss-in-weight
feeder characterization, including the volumetric capacity deter-
mination and the feed rate accuracy under gravimetric control
based on inbuilt sensors. This methodology can be used to char-
acterize continuous feeders for both raw materials and blends. It
can also be used to evaluate the influence of the raw material
variability on feeding. This is especially useful when designing the
installation and to understand the response of the soft sensors
(feeder mass flow and screw speed) during feeding under steady
state and process deviation.

The content uniformity of the material fed into the granu-
lator must be monitored to avoid further processing of
improper mixed material and, if applicable, allowing imple-
mentation feedback control on the blending operations. In-line
monitoring of blend uniformity in continuous manufacturing
lines has been described using NIR spectroscopy154-157 or light-
induced fluorescence.158 Generally, the spectral data acquisition
time during blend uniformity monitoring needs to be set so that
the sample volume will not exceed 3 times the dosage unit
range.159

Recently, Shi et al.160 reported the implementation of NIR
spectroscopy after feeding of a blend, to assess its uniformity before
entering the unit operation of interest. A chute was designed to
allow a proper presentation of the sample to the probe.

The system monitors several process parameters of the granu-
lator by default, such as the temperature of the granulator barrel
and the torque on the screws. Several studies have been performed
to gain an understanding about the dynamic torque profile during
wet twin-screw granulation.161-165 It has been observed that during
the first 30 s of the granulation process, torque values increase
rapidly, on account of layering of the screws and the screw barrel
wall.161-164 Both torque and barrel temperature provide an indica-
tion of the shear and compaction forces experienced by the mate-
rials inside the barrel. Higher shear forces result in a decreasing



Figure 11. “Powder flow chute” NIR interface for blend homogeneity.
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amount of fines and a decrease in granule friability.162-165

Increasing shear forces lead to a heating of the granulation barrel,
causing an increased solubility of the excipient, creating bigger and
stronger granules.165 The system can have a built-in feedback
control mechanism, to maintain a constant temperature of the
barrel wall, avoiding heating of the vessel wall due to higher torque
values.162
Figure 12. “NIR-Sphere” NIR inte
Several studies are performed in which PAT tools have been
used for twin-screw granulation (TSG) visualization. This has
allowed knowledge development on the material behavior inside
the TSG and the twin-screw granulation mechanisms.

To gain more understanding about the TSG process, its appli-
cability, and limits, Kumar et al.166 developed a twin-screw gran-
ulation process map. In this study, it was suggested that, next to the
rface for blend homogeneity.



Figure 13. ConsiGma™with twin-screw granulator (a), fluid bed dryer (b), conditioning unit with mill (c), and tablet press (d). PAT 1 to PAT 5 are represented by the numbers 1 to 5.
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big effect of liquid-to-solid ratio, the specific mechanical energy,
which involves the combination of screw speed, material
throughput, and torque required for the rotation of the screws at
the used process conditions, has an important impact on granule
size and GSD. It was suggested to build this scale independent
process map for a range of formulations, to gain a better under-
standing of the granulation process.

Vercruysse et al.167 used at-line NIR chemical imaging to visu-
alize the granulation liquid mixing and distribution during
continuous twin-screw granulation under different process condi-
tions. After optimization of the screw configuration, the influence
of the liquid/solid ratio, screw speed, and powder feed rate on the
liquid/solid mixing efficiency was evaluated. It was concluded that
increasing the moisture content leads to a more homogeneous
granulation liquid distribution. NIR chemical imagingwas also used
by Kumar et al.108 to measure the residence time distribution and
the axial mixing inside the granulation barrel. The results showed
that screw speed is the most influential parameter in terms of RTD
and axial mixing in the TSG. A significant interaction between
screw design parameters (number and stagger angle of kneading
discs) and the process parameters (material throughput and
number of kneading discs) was established.

El Hagrasy et al.168 and Kumar et al.169 investigated the feasi-
bility of the Eyecon® technology (Innopharma Labs, Ireland), an in-
line 3D imaging technique providing information about size and
shape. They gained knowledge about the GSD and shape of the
granules produced under different TSG conditions. El Hagrasy used
an open chute that was fixed at the front end of the granulator
barrel on which the granules were falling, enabling an acceptable
sample presentation of granules to the Eyecon camera, whereas
Kumar et al. used an in-house developed closed, air-tight chute,
which can be implemented between the granulator and the dryer
unit of the continuous line, enabling in-line measurements. How-
ever, some limitations of the interfacing device were highlighted.
Fouling of the measurement window was observed, caused by the
electrostatic building of fines. It was concluded that, when the
image analysis could be further optimized, the Eyecon® is a
promising tool.

Furthermore, for granule characterization (PAT 2), an NIR
interfacing devicewas developed in the shape of a chute. This chute
was connected to the end of the granulator barrel and an NIR probe
(SentroProbe DR LS, Sentronic GmbH, Germany) was implemented
at the bottom. A paddle wheel was attached on the slide. This
enabled a more uniform, continuous, and denser granule
presentation to the NIR probe and a continuous renewal of the
material on the probe surface (therefore avoiding fouling). NIR
proved to be an excellent tool to monitor moisture content and
distribution in the produced granules. Based on these preliminary
tests, a Good Manufacturing Practice interfacing device was
developed.151

Finally, an interfacing device to implement a Parsum probe
(spatial filter velocimetry, Malvern) after the granulation unit of the
continuous line was developed. The biggest challenge in the
development of new interfacing tools is the need for a sampling
location. The sampling method needs to be designed in such a way
that it does not interfere with the natural material stream. The
Parsum probe has a built-in air dispersing system, to avoid probe
fouling and to disperse the sample. Although the air stream can
avoid fouling, it can also provoke a segregation in the sample,
resulting in an unrepresentative sampling.

Several univariate sensors are implemented in the fluid bed
dryer. The product temperature inside each of the 6 dryer cells is
monitored with a Pt100 temperature (Jumo, Fulda, Germany)
sensor.162 As the 6 segments of the dryer are not closed, the drying
air flow in each segment is the same, enabling an identical drying
behavior and capacity in each cell. The inlet and outlet air tem-
perature of the dryer unit are monitored together with the air flow
rate and humidity.170 Mortier et al.171 proposed a mass balance to
monitor the water evaporation in all dryer cells using only the
implemented univariate sensors. The data from inlet and outlet gas
temperature and humidity and the initial granules humidity are
used to predict the final humidity of the granules when leaving the
dryer. This model can be used to determine the end point of the
drying, the residual moisture content, and to control the drying
process. This method presents several advantages: it uses only
univariate sensors present in the standard dryer configuration and
process deviations can be observed and adjusted before the gran-
ules leave the dryer.

Another process outcome that is monitored by the system itself
is the differential pressure over the 6 dryer filters. This value gives
an indication of filter loading by fine particles. A gradual increase in
filter loading can be seen during the continuous process; however,
at a certain point (e.g., 8 h), a plateau is reached and no further
increase of pressure is detected. Drying capacity of the system was
not influenced by different filter loadings.164

After granulation, wet granules are transferred to a fluid bed
dryer. Depending on the production room dimensions, 2 different
setups can be proposed: vertical or horizontal orientation. In the



Table 1
PAT Tools Implemented in the ConsiGma™ Line for Process Monitoring Purpose

PAT Location CQAs PAT Tool Interfacing Conditions Challenges/Shortcomings Ref

PAT1 Granulator feeding Blend potency and
uniformity

NIR Chute Probe above the powder � Electrostatic building
� Fouling of the chute
� Setup optimization for

each formulation

160

PAT2 After granulator Granule size
(distribution)

Parsum® (spatial
filter velocimetry)

In development Cleaning air stream � Probe fouling
� Cleaning air stream interference

with granule stream
Granule size

(distribution)
Eyecon® (optical

imaging)
Chute Camera above the powder

Heating of the bottom plate
� Wet granules sticking

to measurement window
� Software limited to a

narrow range of particle size

168,169

Moisture content/
distribution, blend
homogeneity/
potency

NIR Chute Paddle wheel
Heating of the bottom plate

� Probe/chute fouling
� Paddle wheel interference with

NIR measurement

151

PAT3 Inside dryer Moisture content NIR In the fluid
bed dryer

Need to be optimized � Optimization of the location
of the probe to ensure a
representative material sampling

� Probe fouling (except for
Lighthouse Probe)

172,175

Solid state Raman/NIR In the fluid
bed dryer

Need to be optimized � Optimization of the location of
the probe to ensure a
representative material sampling

� Probe fouling (except for
Lighthouse Probe)

175

After dryer Moisture content NIR In the granule
transfer hopper

� Representative sampling
� Probe fouling

175

Granule size
(distribution)

Parsum® In development � Probe fouling
� Cleaning air stream interference

with granule stream

173

PAT4 After conditioning
unit

Granule size
(distribution)

FBRM Spinning disk � Probe fouling
� Representative sample

169,176

Granule size
(distribution)

Parsum® In development � Probe fouling
� Cleaning air stream interference

with granule stream
Moisture content NIR In development � Probe fouling

PAT5 Feed-frame tablet
press

Blend homogeneity/
potency

NIR In the feed frame Notches in the paddle
wheel fingers

� Paddle wheel interference with
NIR measurement

� Fouling of measurement window

179,180
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vertical setup, the granulator is placed on top of the dryer inlet
while in the horizontal setup, the granulator is placed next to the
dryer (Fig. 14).162,163,167 The setup is of major importance as the wet
transfer line design has an influence on granule breakage.169

Studies were performed proving the potential of NIR as an in-
line tool for moisture content measurement during172 and after
drying of the granules.173

The moisture assessment ability of an FTNIR spectrometer (Ma-
trix™-F Duplex; Bruker Optics Ltd., Coventry, UK) equipped with a
fiber-optic Lighthouse Probe™ (LHP; GEA Pharma Systems nv,
Wommelgem, Belgium) in the dryer was investigated. The Light-
house Probe has the advantage of an in-process window cleaning
feature, which can be used at any time, avoiding possible fouling of
the probe surface during measurements. It also offers the possibility
of in-process recalibration. The probe interfacing ports inside the
dryer have to be optimized to ensure a representative material
sampling.172

Chablani et al.173 also implemented an NIR probe after the dryer
to monitor moisture content of the granules. The probe was located
in the granule transfer hopper, just before themilling step, in a zone
where the granules are immobile, ensuring a suitable presentation
of the sample to the probe. A good correlation was found between
NIR spectra, loss-on-drying (LOD), and Karl-Fischer results proving
the interest of this location for moisture monitoring.

Additionally, fluid bed drying is susceptible to inducing solid-
state transformation with respect to starting material and wet
granules, which can have an impact on processability and
bioavailability of the molecule.174 Consequently, Fonteyne et al.175

investigated the in-line monitoring of the solid state of the gran-
ules via Raman and NIR. Both probes were inserted directly in the
fluid bed dryer and needed an optimization of the ports to ensure
appropriate sampling. Raman and NIR spectroscopy successfully
predicted the solid-state shift of the granules during drying.

Previously, 2 studies have been published on PSD measurements
after the conditioning unit. Kumar et al.176 investigated the use of a
focused beam reflectance measurement (FBRM) probe, placed un-
derneath the conditioning unit. Despite the fact that the FBRM is
providedwith awiper to avoid fouling, sticking of material remained
a challenging issue. To provide a moving powder stream onto the
lens, a spinning disk dispersing the material on top of the lens was
developed. Subject to changes in the measurement setup, avoiding
electrostatic building on the measurement window and an optimi-
zation of the counting method (described by Kumar et al.169), FBRM
could become a suitable PAT tool for particle size monitoring.

Innopharma presented case studies, performed in collaboration
with the Dublin Institute of Technology,177 on the development of a
method to in-line monitor particle size of milled granules using the
Eyecon® camera. In this study, an interfacing device was designed,
enabling real-time measurements.

Blend uniformity measurement at the tablet press feed frame
has been demonstrated at laboratory, pilot, and commercial
scales.178-180 An NIR probe is implemented in the feed-frame plate
in such a way that it measures the blend just before compression.
The first studies showed that the paddle wheel fingers in the feed



Figure 14. Comparison between the horizontal setup (left) and vertical setup (right). (a) Twin-screw granulator and (b) fluid bed dryer.
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frame disturbed the NIR signals.179 Recently, modified designs with
notches into the paddle wheel fingers, eliminating this disturbing
effect, were proposed.
Industrial Use Cases

Use of NIR Spectroscopy for Process, Scale-Up Understanding and
Definition of a Control Strategy

The aim of this study was to support the technological transfer
of a new pharmaceutical tablet formulation in the context of the
ICH Q8 guideline on pharmaceutical development.181,182 This
study uses PAT during scale-up activities, to ensure CQAs such as
blend uniformity and content uniformity are kept within accept-
able limits of the desired quality target product profile. Within the
PAT framework, NIR spectroscopy is well established in the
pharmaceutical industry to increase the product quality in
research and development, routine analysis, and process con-
trol.81,100,172,178,183-188 NIR was selected as the process analyzer to
monitor the homogeneity of the API as CQA at various critical
stages of the full-scale pharmaceutical tablet process, corre-
sponding to the following:

- Blending unit operation
- Powder feeding line of the tablet press
- Tableting unit operation

The investigated formulation consisted of a pharmaceutical
formulation containing 20% (w/w) of API.

The process was analyzed using an NIR spectrometer described
by Chavez et al.185 An NIR reflectance probe (reflector probe from
Solvias) was interfaced to the blender and to the powder feeding
line of the tablet press. The spectra were collected with the Opus
Software 6.5 (Bruker Optics, Ettlingen, Germany). Each spectrum
was the average of 16 scans and the resolution was 8 cm�1 over a
range from 12,500 to 3600 cm�1.

Tablet cores were analyzed at-line, with the transmission
module of the NIR spectrometer. An HPLC reference method was
developed and validated to quantify the API content in both the
powder blend and in tablets. Each NIR spectrumwas the average of
32 scans and the resolution was set at 8 cm�1 over a range from
12,500 to 4000 cm�1.

Various chemometric tools were used to create an under-
standing of the scaled-up process out of the collected spectra:

- Conformity index method using Opus Software to analyze blend
homogeneity. Such a method was fully described by Mantanus
et al.189

- PCA andmultivariate statistical process control (MSPC)methods
using SIMCA 13 (Umetrics, Malm€o, Sweden) software to analyze
blend homogeneity.

- Partial least square method using PLS Toolbox 7.0.3 (Wenatchee,
WA) for Matlab R2013a (The Mathworks, Natick, MA) to build a
model able to predict the API content in tablet cores.

As evaluated by Bodson et al.,190 in-line NIR spectroscopy en-
ables real-time measurements of blend uniformity during the
process. In the context of the technological transfer, limited prior
knowledge was available on the process ability of the formulation
in the full-scale blender. The blending durationwas therefore set at
an appropriate duration to create a blending knowledge space
specific to the new drug product. A 20-min blending time was
subsequently chosen to evaluate the blending kinetic together with
potential demixing behavior of the blend.

Figure 15 plots the results of the in-line NIR monitoring, using
the conformity index method. Such a method maps the agreement
between the spectra acquired during the blending process and the
references spectra, that is, spectra collected at the end of the pro-
cess, when the blend is assumed to be homogeneous.



Figure 15. Conformity index methoddspectral deviations observed during NIR monitoring of the blending step. The 3 diamonds correspond to measurements performed at the
end of the blending process. Blend uniformity of the final 20-min blended materials was measured using a validated HPLC method (mean API content: 97% and 2.1% RSD).
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The latter assumption was verified by an orthogonal method, as
apical thief samplings were performed on the final 20-min blended
materials. The associated results indicated acceptable blend uni-
formity. Mean API content was 97% and 2.1% RSD, determined by a
validated HPLC method.

From Figure 15, it can be observed that the spectral deviations
measured during the blending are becoming closer to the reference
measurements over time, suggesting an improvement of blend
homogeneity with increasing blending time. However, Mantanus
et al.189 highlighted that conformity index methods are not
necessarily specific to blend homogeneity and recommend use of
PCA to verify the specificity of the conformity index method.

Consequently, PCA was performed and the evaluation of the
loadings plot, versus the spectra of the raw materials, confirmed
that the results of the conformity indexmethodwere specific to the
blending process. Indeed, the contribution of the excipients and API
was flagged by the loadings, indicating that PCAwas tracking blend
homogeneity via API/excipient ratio.

To further evaluate the blending process and to identify a robust
blending set point, the future expected batch variability was inte-
grated by design into the assessment. It is critical to take the overall
material variability into account, as each input material is defined
by its own range of physical and chemical properties (particle size,
density, moisture content, …), which are themselves varying
within their own specification ranges.

For that purpose, 4 additional 20-min blending trials were
performed, integrating the expected variability of the API and ex-
cipients. The NIR data of each trial were collected in-line and data of
all batches were further processed using the MSPC method. Similar
to PCA, the MSPC method enables a qualitative monitoring of
blending kinetic over time, with integrated control limits taking
into account the total variability of the 5 batches.191 The latter
method is mapping the evolution of the control limits over time. In
the context of a blending process, narrow and stable limits corre-
spond to time locations with a homogeneous blend.

The results of the MSPC method are plotted in Figure 16, and
control limits decreased up to a process duration of 10 min. These
did not increase during the remaining time, indicating good blend
homogeneity and that no demixing occurred. Next, each blend
displayed was analyzed off-line and displaying acceptable
blend uniformity results. Mean API content was close to 100% and
API content RSD below 4%.

In conclusion, a minimum blending time of 10 min seemed to be
appropriate to reach an adequate level of homogeneity, taking into
account API and raw material variability.

The powder feeding of the tablet press was also monitored in-
line with NIR spectroscopy to evaluate the homogeneity of the
blend before entering into the tablet press hopper. The measure-
ment locationwas selected because it provided a simple interfacing
opportunity for verifying blend homogeneity, before tableting
(Fig. 17). PCA was carried out on the collected spectra to visualize
the homogeneity state of the blend entering into the tablet press
hopper. As mentioned previously, a homogeneity state would
translate into a stable level of the PC scores, versus time repre-
sented by the number of measurements (1 measurement per 30 s).
PCA plot displayed in Figure 17 highlighted potential inconsistency
in blend uniformity, around measurement number 200. The latter
event could be potentially caused by blend segregation.

However, this approach is providing only a limited under-
standing of the blend homogeneity inside the tablet press, for
example, in the feed frame.192 Although the technical requirements
of a sampling interface in the feed frame are higher, it enables a
more in-depth understanding of blend homogeneity directly before
the blend transformation into a tablet. Therefore, the latter concept
is currently being implemented.

Taking into account that a potential blend homogeneity incon-
sistency was flagged in the hopper of the tablet press and that the
understanding of the blending homogeneity in the feed frame was
not yet studied, a quantitative evaluation was carried out on the
tablet core level. This was conducted to assess if the highlighted
blend homogeneity inconsistencies translate into content unifor-
mity issues of the tablet cores.

Figure 18 displays the stratified samplings results performed on
tablets cores. Three tablets per locationwere analyzed by HPLC, and



Figure 16. MSPC method score plot containing five 20-min blending trials. The outer dashed lines are the control limits set at ±3 SD. The central dashed light gray line represents
the mean signature of the 5 blends.
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the mean API content value of each locationwas plotted against the
number of tablets produced.

A pattern similar to the NIR monitoring in the feeding line was
observed. A drop of API content is observed at counter 1033226,
confirming the inconsistency in blend homogeneity flagged by NIR,
also on table core level. In addition, the quantitative evaluation
highlights a slight decrease in API content at the end of the tab-
leting process.

The observed inhomogeneity on blend and tablet core levels
could be triggered by blend powder segregation occurring at the
process start/stop or by the switch of the bins containing the blend
to feed the tablet press. The latter inhomogeneity could lead to
variability in the content uniformity outside the ±5% mean API
content specification, which would eventually impact the drug
performance. Consequently, a control strategy should be designed
to enable the monitoring of the API content of tablet cores
throughout the tableting process, with the possibility to discard
low/highedose tablet cores. As a next step, the feasibility of a
quantitative NIR method for control strategy purposes was then
investigated as a separate study.

An NIR method was developed by Chavez et al.193 to deter-
mine the active content of noncoated pharmaceutical tablets
using transmission mode. This NIR method intends to be used
for the monitoring of the active content of tablets during the
tableting process. The NIR method was validated using an ac-
curacy profile approach. This approach enabled visual and
reliable representation of the actual and future performances of
the analytical method based on b expectations tolerance in-
tervals.194 This method was successfully applied to quantify at-
line the API content in the tablet cores, during the tableting
process at commercial scale, providing a reliable control strat-
egy. Because an API content decrease was suspected at the end
of the tableting process, NIR monitoring was focused on the last
hour of the tableting step. Three tablets were sampled every
5 min and were analyzed by NIR before the reference HPLC
method.
Figure 19 displays the mean API content of the 3 tablets pre-
dicted by NIR and measured by HPLC.

As can be seen in Figure 19, NIR predictions were close to the
HPLC results, demonstrating suitability and robustness of the
developed NIR model. This indicates that the NIR method is fit-for
purpose as an in-process control tool, allowing visualization of the
dosing trend. It can also be seen in Figure 19 that, despite a slight
decrease of API content at the end of the process, both NIR and
HPLC curves remainwithin the 95%-105% range. To characterize the
future expected variability of the process, additional batches will be
monitoredwith the validated NIRmethod. In case deviations would
be observed during this monitoring, a control strategy could be put
in place using the NIR method. Control charts built with the NIR
data would then support the continuous process verification
approach.

In addition, a successful method transfer from the laboratory
NIR analyzer to an on-line NIR analyzer of the same brand was
completed. The on-line analyzer is suitable for a production envi-
ronment because it can be placed next to the tablet press and can
sample tablets automatically during the tableting process,
analyzing them subsequently. Transfer results showed acceptable
differences in term of predictions between the 2 NIR analyzers. It
has been demonstrated that each future difference between the
results obtained, with both off-line and on-line spectrometers, will
be included within the acceptance limits set at ±10%, with a
probability of at least 95%. These limits are sufficient for stratified
samplings evaluation. However, in the case of an RTR application,
the observed difference could even be decreased by updating the
model or using a transfer algorithm.

NIR monitoring, combined with reference measurements,
enabled the creation of the blending process knowledge space on
the new drug product. A minimum robust blending set point was
defined, taking into account the future expected variability of the
raw materials.

In addition, the impact of the feeding line of the tablet press on
the product quality was also assessed, using qualitative NIR



Figure 17. Feeding line of the tablet press interfaced with NIR and PCA score plot, mapping the monitoring of the feeding line with NIR spectroscopy.
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measurements on the blend and quantitative HPLC measurements
on the tablets. The results indicated that blend uniformity fluctu-
ations could potentially lead to content uniformity variations of
tablet cores.

Accordingly, the feasibility of a control strategy for the tableting
unit operation was also demonstrated:

- The NIR method to quantify API content in tablets was suc-
cessfully developed and validated in agreement with
ICHQ2(R1).195

- Its application as an at-line measurement was tested and its
ability to replace the HPLC reference method to monitor the
tablet core API content during the tableting was demonstrated.

- The transfer from laboratory equipment to on-line process
equipment was evaluated successfully.

The future implementation of this method for routine analysis
would allow real-time detection of low- or high-dose tablets.
Consequently, the proposed control strategy could avoid the
manufacture of coated tablets that are out of specification and
Figure 18. Xbar control chart monitoring the API content of tablets using HPLC me
support the continuous process verification concept. This study
can also be considered a preliminary step to clearly paving the
way toward the development and implementation of PAT
methods enabling RTR. However, other tools could also be used for
future developments, such as mechanistic modeling, Raman
spectroscopy, or imaging to further improve process
understanding.170,185

PAT-Based Understanding and Control of Continuous Tablet
Manufacturing Trains

AstraZeneca has a long tradition and track record of successfully
designing, developing, and manufacturing new innovative medi-
cines such as, for example, in the form of SODFs. Over the years,
process analytics, that is, process analytical chemistry and PAT,2,196

has been a key component. In addition, our industrial application of
process analytics has also comprised exploration and scientific
evaluation of new PAT opportunities on a continuous basis.197-207

The current section particularly emphasizes the essence of PAT
as a systems approach. Therefore, special focus was put on
thod after the monitoring of the feeding line with NIR displayed in Figure 17.



Figure 19. Mean API content of 3 tablets predicted by NIR transmission (dark curve) and measured by HPLC (light curve) versus the sampling time, during the last 51 min of the
tableting process, EOP being the end of the process.
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application of PAT to the whole tablet manufacturing train, that is,
PAT beyond a single unit operation. The conceptual approach is
outlined in Figure 20, where the whole series of consecutive unit
operations in the manufacturing train is simply treated as a system.

In the systems approach, the overall objective is to ensure a
predictive output product quality from the system. In the PAT-
based system context, this translates into benefitting from a sub-
set of appropriate, cost efficient, and accessible process parameters
and material properties. Combining these process and material
parameters constitutes the basis from which the output product
quality and process performance can be predicted and controlled in
real time. It should be noted that a PAT-based systems approach
applies equally well to manufacturing trains composed by batch-
wise unit operations, as to trains where continuous processing unit
operation steps are fully concatenated. Albeit, for a fully continuous
train, the control aspect becomes significantly leveraged. Still, the
primary role for PAT is to ensure that in-depth understanding is
established to a level such that output product quality can be
Figure 20. Conceptual framework for PAT-b
controlled and predicted. This is then the foundation for reliable
PAT-based control. In the following, we exemplify the systems
approach in 3 selected PAT-based examples of tablet manufacturing
trains (examples A-C). It is our belief that they highlight the po-
tential and industrial value of PAT-based understanding and con-
trol, although they are described here in general terms given the
brief section format. For comprehensive scientific and technical
details, we refer to the respective references within each example.
Besides, examples (A) to (B) also intend to serve as inspiration for
further adaption and industrial implementation of PAT in contin-
uous pharmaceutical manufacturing.

The first example (A) shows how upstream PAT-based moni-
toring of an in-process material property in a tablet unit operation
train, wet mass densification during the wet-granulation step, can
be predictive to tablet mechanical properties downstream of the
finished product. This early study of PAT-based monitoring in a
whole manufacturing train well demonstrates the industrial po-
tential for advanced PAT-based control when underpinned by
ased control (Johansson et al., 2010202).



Figure 21. The effect of water amount and impeller speed on granule porosity (total intruded volume) and tablet hardness at 10 kN.208
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mechanistic understanding.208 Despite what is demonstrated here
for a batchwise wet-granulation tablet manufacturing train, PAT-
based systems approaches can be further advanced in continuous
wet-granulation trains (see e.g., Vercruysse et al.,164 Fonteyne
et al.,1 and example B209). The second example (B) is from a
continuous twin-screw wet-granulation tablet train, evaluated for
an industrial manufacturing application. Besides studying the
robustness of the continuous tablet train through testing, the effect
of process variables on granule and tablet properties within wide
ranges, special emphasis was placed on investigating process sta-
bility during longer granulation times than typically reported in
academic studies. The continuous operations studied correspond to
a commercial manufacturing scale batch granulation capacity.
Preliminary data for (B) have been presented by Haeffler et al.,209

with observation of a surprisingly long start-up time before
reaching steady state regarding twin-screw torque. This process
behavior was later confirmed by Vercruysse et al.164 In the third
example (C), continuous manufacturing of a gelling matrix
extended-release (ER) tablet is demonstrated for the first time for
an integrated continuous blending and direct compression
manufacturing train.210 This highlights the great potential of a PAT-
based systems approach to continuous processing, also when
challenging powder mixtures are processed. The result from the
structured experimentation confirmed the importance of balancing
process parameters and material properties to yield consistent
product quality. It also proved that adaptive control is, andwill be, a
Figure 22. Relative NIR absorbance at 1460 nm as a function of (a) process time, where s
endpoint of low-speed experiments and (b) tablet hardness. “0.15H” stands for high speed
pivotal means for advanced control of continuous manufacturing
systems.

Finally, in all 3 examples mentioned previously (A-C) of a PAT-
based systems approach, structured experimentation and Quality
by Design181,182,211-214 principles were cornerstones to ensure an
in-depth process understanding and enabling advanced control.
As such, they are representative of the fact that DoE and Quality
Risk Analysis continue to be dominating PAT tools in industrial
applications and also for continuous SODF manufacturing. They
are, of course, complemented by necessary PAT techniques for in-
line/on-line/at-line spectroscopic measurements. NIR, Raman,
terahertz spectroscopy, microwave, and others are common PAT
tools for characterizing both input materials, in-process mate-
rials, and finished tablets. In the systems approach, we deliber-
ately, and simultaneously, vary for example both formulation and
process parameters, typically via a DoE. In this way, cost efficient
experimentation is ensured. Moreover, it also enables quantita-
tive assessment and verification of system performance and
output quality. This is valid not only for optimization of the
whole system but also, even more importantly, provides the basis
for provoking the system in a structured way to confirm both
robustness, as well as identification of potential operational
windows where there is risk for running the process at edge
conditions. Overall, a generic strategy for PAT-based system un-
derstanding and control of continuous SODF manufacturing
trains is presented.
olid circles represent the end point of high-speed experiments and dotted circles the
at water amount 0.15 g/g, and so forth.208



Figure 23. Continuous wet granulation tablet manufacturing. (Left) Twin-screw torque during DoE processing, including the start-up phase. (Right) The effect of twin-screw torque
on the specific surface area of the granules.
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In an early study on a tablet wet-granulation manufacturing
train, we studied the effect of water amount and impeller speed on
the granule and tablet properties.208 The aim of the study was to
propose a method for real-time assessment of granule and tablet
properties. This included exploration of downstream prediction of
set points in the tablet compression stage, based on in-line moni-
toring upstream during granulation. The overall aimwas to explore
opportunities for advanced control, to consistently achieve target
tablet finished product mechanical properties. The authors
collected the process data (power consumption, temperature, and
in-line NIR spectra) during a series of granulations from a full
factorial design, which thus gave a causal structure to the variation
between the experiments. To achieve in-depth process under-
standing, the critical granule and tablet quality properties were
measured. Total intruded volume and tablet hardness results are
shown in Figure 21. Mercury porosimetry results (total intruded
volume in this case) gave an excellent correlation (R2 ¼ 0.95) to the
tablet hardness at 10 kN.

The relative NIR absorbance at 1460 nm (water peak) showed
satisfactory correlation (R2 ¼ 0.89) to tablet hardness when both
low and high impeller speed were studied together (Fig. 22).
Neither power consumption nor temperature gave information
that could be directly attributable to tablet properties. These
techniques were also heavily dependent on the speed of the
impeller.

The ultimate goal when using in-line PAT sensors is to enable
true process control in real time regarding the material properties
essential for the formulation in each unit operation step. Process
operating conditions will then automatically be adjusted within
charted operating intervals, determined with DoE, to achieve the
specified end-product quality. Luukkonen et al.208 showed that it
was possible to establish a model that could be used for estimating
end-product quality (tablet hardness) from the process data ac-
quired from the first processing step. NIR spectroscopy measures
the state of granules, which reflects the particle size, density, and
the amount of water on the surface of the particles in situ and in real
time.

ConsiGma™ continuous twin-screw wet granulation was eval-
uated as an alternative to batch granulation for an immediate-
release pharmaceutical tablet formulation.209 The aim was to
study if granules and tablets of the right quality could be manu-
factured in an integrated continuous tablet manufacturing train.
Three factors were varied in a central composite experimental
design; amount of water added (18-25 w/w%), screw speed (466-
700 rpm), and feed rate (15.8-25 kg/h). The stability of the granu-
lation process was monitored on-line by measuring the screw
torque. The granules and tablets were characterized off-line with
LOD, PSD, Raman and NIR spectroscopy, porosity, mass flow,
permeability, compressibility (granules), as well as with
dissolution, crushing strength, disintegration, and content unifor-
mity (tablets). Comprehensive granule and tablet characterization
showed that it was possible to select process conditions to produce
tablets comparable to batch granulation. All 3 factors affected the
torque during granulation (R2 ¼ 0.81). Haeffler et al.209 observed
that during a 40-min long batch, the torque showed an increasing
trend up to 20 min (Fig. 23). The increasing torque was likely to be
due to priming of screw and barrel surfaces. Similar observations
were later reported by Vercruysse et al.164 Although crushing
strength and specific surface area increased with increasing torque
(Fig. 23, right panel), the critical quality attributes of tablets were
still within clinical specifications already, a short time after starting
up the process. These results emphasize the importance of gaining
product and process understanding, and also of clearly dis-
tinguishing between measurable material properties (in-put, in-
process, and finished product) and material properties relevant to
clinical quality of the finished product. Overall, these results
confirmed the robustness of the formulation and process as well as
its ability to tolerate the significant drift in twin-screw granulation
torque without severely affecting the clinical quality of the finished
tablet product. Besides, neither transmission Raman nor NIR
reflectance spectroscopy was able to identify any trend in material
properties correlating to the drift in torque during the start-up of
the continuous granulation.

The granules were dried in a semicontinuous fluid bed, in the
continuous manufacturing train, for a fixed time. On account of the
deliberately large ranges of process conditions, drying times varied
in the DoE, leading to a relatively large variation in moisture of the
granules (LOD ~1.5-4.0 w/w%). The moisture variation could have
been significantly reduced by determining the drying end point
from the product temperature (Fig. 24). Virtually all of the batches
in the temperature range 38�C-42�C would have fallen within the
acceptance limits 2%-3%. Even the longer batch, with fixed process
settings, resulted in granules either too wet or too dry. This high-
lights the importance of real-time monitoring for control of this
semicontinuous process step, when integrated with a continuous
process train.

Continuous manufacturing of ER tablets using integrated pow-
der mixing and direct compression was recently demonstrated for
the first time by AstraZeneca in collaboration with University of
Eastern Finland.210 Two different hydroxypropyl methylcellulose
(HPMC) matrix formers were compared: standard grade (CR) and
direct compressible grade (DC2). The aim was to use a challenging
formulationwith varying particle sizes and a relatively low amount
of the HPMC to provoke the integrated continuous blending and
direct compression tablet manufacturing process. This approach
was implemented by using DoE, which enabled challenging of the
system in a controlled way and the collection of information to
improve process understanding.



Figure 25. Time to reach the steady state of a continuous process. Estimated con-
centration (ECIBU) relative to label concentration (LCIBU) of the powder before mixing,
calculated from the feeder data.210 (a) Experiments with high Ibu% (15% and 22%) and
(b) experiments with low Ibu% (2%). Calculated time to reach steady state marked with
arrows and deviation (±3 SD) with gray dashed horizontal lines.

Figure 24. Product temperature as a function of water content of the granules (LOD).
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The evaluation of the data began by studying the feeder per-
formance. With high-dose ibuprofen feeding (15% and 22% w/w),
the settling time for the feeders was in all cases less than 5min, and
the feeding was overall very accurate (Fig. 25a). When the process
was challenged with low-dose ibuprofen feeding (2% w/w), the
settling time was notably longer (Fig. 25b). The desired ibuprofen
content in the tablets was reached, although it took a longer time
for some runs.

For most of the runs, the assay stabilized relatively fast to an
acceptable level and there was only a very low variation between
the different batches. This meant that the assay was robust,
regardless of the material properties and process parameters used
in the experiments. When comparing assay results to dissolution
results, therewas not always a high correlation between the results.
This was due to the complex ER matrix formulation and the low
level of the matrix former, constituting a challenging powder
blending system. Therefore, it is important to let the feeders reach a
steady state before collecting powder for compression, when
manufacturing ER matrix tablets via integrated continuous mixing
and direct compression. The findings here are in accordance with
Pernenkil and Cooney215 (2006). They stated that a continuous
powder mixer can only reduce the short-term fluctuations intro-
duced by the feeding mechanism. Hence, the design of the feeding
system takes a critical role in design of continuous mixers and in-
tegrated tablet manufacturing trains. In addition, the flow proper-
ties of the raw materials had a big influence on manufacturability/
processability of the ERmatrix tablets. In general, continuous tablet
manufacturing trains enable a controlled varying of different
formulation parameters (e.g., particle size) and process parameters
(e.g., mixer speed) while still achieving the same finished product
quality outcome. This possibility of adaptive control was also
demonstrated for complex SODFs such as ER matrix tablets in this
study (Fig. 26210). Based on themultilinear regressionmodel for the
tensile strength of tablets, the following situation was simulated: a
continuous process is run at a 300 rpm mixer speed, with 15%
ibuprofen content and using HPMC which has an average particle
diameter (d50) of 55 mm. If, for example, the supplier of HPMC
changes and the d50 of HPMC increases from 55 mm to 75 mm, the
tensile strength of tablets will decrease under the lower warning
limit (Fig. 26b time point 1). However, by adjusting the mixer
speed, in this case increasing it to 1200 rpm (Fig. 26b time point 2),
the tensile strengths can be raised back to the target level
(approximately 1.8 MPa). Thus, continuous manufacturing can save
a significant amount of time and resources, producing high-quality
outcomeswhen thematerial properties and process parameters are
balanced in the correct manner. This example is key and typical in
industrial scenarios where there is a frequent need for
counteracting negative impact from input material exhibiting
varying properties. A PAT-based systems approach is here a key
enabler for establishing adaptive control opportunities.

In summary, continuous manufacturing of ER matrix tablets,
with desired quality attributes, was demonstrated for the first
time via an integrated continuous mixing and direct compression
tablet manufacturing train. The most robust tablet quality
(weight, assay, tensile strength) was obtained by using a high
mixer speed and large particle size ibuprofen and HPMC DC2,
because of good powder flow. Notably, with HPMC DC2, the
processing conditions had a significant effect on drug release.
Overall, this work confirms the importance of balancing process
parameters and material properties to yield consistent and pre-
dictive product quality output. Moreover, the promising results
for the continuous processing of this challenging powder system
emphasize that input material properties continue to be of cen-
tral importance, also for optimal operation and predictive output
of continuous SODF manufacturing trains (analogous with
batchwise manufacturing). Further progress and wider industrial
implementation of continuous SODF manufacturing trains would
generally benefit from a better understanding of powder systems
on a mechanistic level. Highly desirable would be a better
bridging between the particle-particle interaction, and the bulk
powder behavior.216 This is still an underdeveloped area of
pharmaceutical engineering sciences.

PAT in Active Film Tablet Coating

Pharmaceutical pan-coating processes aim at uniformly intro-
ducing film layers of predefined thickness and weight onto all
tablets in a given batch. To this end, suspensions of the



Figure 26. Example of continuous manufacturing adaptive control based on the experimental data.210 (a) A coefficient plot based on MLR model for tensile strength of tablets. (b)
The effect of changing the variable (HPMC particle size) [time point 1] during continuous manufacturing and how adjusting another process parameter (mixer speed) [time point 2]
will reach the target tensile strength again.
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film-forming material are sprayed onto the surface of a moving
tablet bed, while concomitantly drying the resulting films using hot
air. Unfortunately, the amount of film coat applied onto the tablets
is typically somewhat lower than the total amount sprayed, on
account of spraying losses, for example, spray-dried portions that
are eliminated from the process together with the exhaust air.
Usually, spraying losses are compensated for by a 5%-15% overage of
the spraying suspension. This leads to appropriate results in the
cases of cosmetic and protective coatings, respectively. Modified-
release coatings, as well as film coatings, containing active in-
gredients do often require more accurate and preferably in-line
determination of the amount of coating applied, that is, the end
point of the spraying operation needs to be determined precisely.
Similarly, when tablet film coating is performed in a quasi-
continuous mode, by coating continuously manufactured tablets
in small coating sublots, in-line determination of coating thickness
is important to demonstrate consistency amongst these sublots.

For this purpose, a variety of process analytical technologies
have been proposed, including NIR,40,80-82 Raman83,84 spectro-
scopic monitoring, OCT,91 and terahertz87,88 spectroscopy. Although
OCT and terahertz directly measure film thickness and could in
principle be used independently of the chemical composition of
both tablet core and film coating, NIR and Raman spectroscopy
provide information on the chemical composition. This implies that
product-specific chemometric models have to be developed. As in-
line measurements will always use reflection mode, the chemo-
metric models will at least comprise a component that reflects
increasing signals of the film coat and decreasing signals of the
tablet core constituents.89,92

The respective PAT probes can be installed within the coating
drum, directed onto the surface of the moving tablet bed or
immerging into the tablet bed. Appropriate measures need to be
taken to always generate signals from a representative location.
Alternatively, the probe can be installed outside the coating drum,
thus measuring through the perforations of the drum. This in turn
requires rapid measurement and algorithms that exclude re-
flections caused by the steel surface of the coating drum from
evaluation.

In an industrial case study, an active film coating process,
applying an immediate-release Candesartan cilexetil film, onto
modified-release nifedipine tables was successfully monitored in-
line by both NIR and Raman spectroscopy. In that specific situa-
tion, Raman spectroscopy proved to be even more accurate in
prediction and simultaneously more robust.99,106

SIPAT and Process Automation

Typically, therapeutic drug performance analysis cannot be
evaluated online and usually depends on multiple CQAs. This has
limited the possibility of controlling and optimizing processes on
account of the relatively long times required for laboratory analysis.
PAT closes this information gap: in-process data and data analysis
tools improve process understanding and control (see Fig. 27). This
ensures quality and reduces the risk of losing batches because of
noncompliance. Dynamic built-in process optimization and
continuous quality verification thus ensures right-first-time
quality.

With electronic PAT tools in place, tightly integrated with pro-
cess control, companies have the basis for continuous quality and
process verification and continuous operations. From that, one can
move on to real-time product release. PAT is providing them with
data-driven quality verification that is the foundation for inline,
real-time assurance, and RTR. In-line and on-line measurement of
the CQAs support directly interconnected process steps and arrival
at an integrated continuous production chain (see Fig. 28).

PAT requires a profound knowledge and interaction of multiple
disciplines, including process engineering, process science, math-
ematics, sensor technology, automation, operation, information
technology. Furthermore, PAT requires the integration of quality
relevant data from different sources. For some CQAs, we do not
have inline and online measurements, as data measured inline and
online data can be univariate process data as well as multivariate
data resulting from spectroscopy instruments; therefore, an inte-
grated PAT data platform is required. All these areas must interact
and communicate with each other. In the SIEMENS PAT quality
data management system (SIPAT), at first, all relevant data from
different sources such as multivariate data from spectroscopy in-
struments, as well as univariate data from classic in-
strumentations, offline data, as well as online data, must be
collected.



Figure 27. Classic batch operated tablet manufacturing versus integrated continuous process, PAT driven.

Figure 28. Integrated PAT Q-data management.
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The spectrum from an analyzer can be read out over a direct
interface. The univariate is typically already available in the process
control system and can be collected from there. Data from off-line
laboratory tests may also be of interest and can be obtained over an
interface to a Laboratory Information Management System. Prin-
cipally, data from the different sources must be collected and in-
tegrated. In this process, time alignment is very important as the
data are collected at different sample rates in the different systems.
Context data, such as equipment-id, operation-id, product-plug id,
batch-id, or lot-id, and so forth are retrieved from the process
control and added to the data allowing for product tracking and
process data mining.

With the collected data, statistical data regression models are
applied using chemometrics software runtime engines from
CAMO, Matlab, Umetrics. The result is a value of the CQA, for
instance moisture content, particle size. The derived CQA can then
be aggregated to calculated standard deviations, averaged values,
and be monitored over time in a trend display. The aggregated
values of the different CQA data over different unit operations of
the total manufacturing process are the basis for advanced process
control for closed-loop model predictive control, steering the
critical process parameters (CPPs) in the process control system.
The different calculated CQAs are stored electronically and are the
basis for RTR evaluation. Figure 29 shows the described steps as
follows.

The graphic describes a typical example, sensor and analyzer
data from the production unit are gathered via the respective
control system or in some cases via an Open Platform Communi-
cations server. Here SIPAT comes into action, combining these
univariate and multivariate data, vendor-independently, archives,
and aligns them. This forms the basis for any further process
analysis or modeling, for example, by chemometrics, which can be
executed immediately and automatically from the system.
Furthermore, the required set points are propagated by SIPAT back
to the control system, triggering the actuators of the process.

The described functionality supports and enables the analysis
from CPPs to CQAs paving the way to advanced process control. The
goal is to arrive at a closed-loop control of the CPPs and keep the
different CQAs within the specification limits at all times, resulting
in a product at the output with the right end quality all the time.
With advanced process control strategies, the process can be
dynamically adjusted to produce the right quality, in spec material,
in every instance.

In a continuous process, the interaction between the different
CPPs and CQAs must be understood. A feed-forward lead time may
not be stable, relating to material mass flows in the production
chain with possible intermediate reject locations or individual
equipment speed variations. Adjusting 1 CPP to control a related
CQA may affect another. Interactions may not always be linear and
very much depend on the process model. The process model may
not be linear.

A model predictive control can provide a better solution (see
Fig. 30). The predictive loop controller will anticipate the controlled
values and keep much better the controlled CQAs in specification.
The control actions will be computed based on the process model.

Clearly, the challenge is to determine the process model. Data
modeling tools in the process control system (i.e., SIMATIC PCS 7)
are available to derive a first model when a step change for the
individual control values can be organized on the process. Simu-
lation tools may be of assistance to derive the mechanistic process
models. Collecting data from the different relevant CQAs and
applying the data-mining capabilities in SIPAT enables determina-
tion of the process model empirically, applying chemometrics to
the in SIPAT collected data. Many academia have launched research
programs to define mechanistic models.

Also in a continuous process, we still need to define a batch to be
able to track our end product in the supply chain, in case of a
required recall. In a continuous process, it is a specific identified
amount of product, in a unit of time or quantity, in a manner that
assures it has uniform character and quality within specified limits.
Therefore, with regards to the product resulting at the end-of-the
production chain, we need to provide sufficient evidence that the
CQAs were within specification at the different predecessor process
operations. Here, it is key to understand the material residence
time distribution model within the production chain.

Just taking a snapshot of your process to assess the current
status will not be sufficient to draw a conclusion on the product
quality at the end of the line. To obtain the full and correct picture,
one has to combine the different data collected at several points in
the line, at the time the product was passing by that process stage.
This means that we need to look back in time to collect the correct
pieces of information relating to the CQAs.



Figure 29. Work steps of an integrated data environment.
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Using a hot melt extrusion process as an example, we will
imagine an extrusion line, followed by an air-based cooling line. At
the feeders, we can add a PAT analyzer such as NIR to measure API
content, check product composition, or measure water content. At
the end of the cooler, we can measure the strand with NIR to
determine the API content. At several points in the line, we can also
measure process parameters such as rotating speed on the
extruder, temperature in different zones from the extruder, as well
as in the cooling line. Also, dimensions of the strand in the cooling
line can be measured at several locations.

All these data must now be aligned in a single data set, reflecting
all relevant product attributes for the product coming out of the
line, measured at the moment in time that the product portionwas
passing the sensors and analyzers shown in Figure 31. The scoped
data must relate to a defined amount of product, resulting in a data
window, depicted as gray shaded boxes in the figure.

The time offset for each data window depends on the actual
process conditions. At higher line speeds, the product will travel
faster trough the line and the time offsets will be smaller. This also
means that the same amount of product will pass by in a shorter
timeframe. Therefore, the actual data window for a fixed amount of
product will become smaller. Hence, the complete time alignment
strategy shall be calculated dynamically. The offset and the data
window ranges are seen as functions of the actual process pa-
rameters, and will be recalculated for every data set (see Fig. 32).

A second aspect is how the data within the data window must
be aggregated to the actual value. As a first estimate, the average
value could be used. When on top the variance and median are also
Figure 30. Principle of a mod
followed, we could see if variability in the data set appears and if
skewed distributions would appear (seen by increased difference
between average and median).

A smarter way is to add a weighted average based on a distri-
bution over the data window. This distribution results from a mass
transfer distribution describing how product is travelling through
the line. In case of a perfect prop flow with no back-mixing, a step
function would do the job. In reality, back-mixing will appear (and
is often also wanted), andmore turbulent flow patterns will appear.
These dynamics are again dependent on the actual line speed and
must also be calculated based on the actual line conditions.

This approach allows us to combine data from different mea-
surement locations in a continuous process, time align them
dynamically to a product release window, keep the evaluated
product amount constant by calculating dynamically a window
size, and aggregate the measured data smartly by implementing
mass transfer distributions.

Effect of the Granulation Moisture Profile on the Quality of Tablets

The residual moisture of granules may influence tablet proper-
ties, such as breaking strength (hardness), stability, friability, and
disintegration. To gain a deeper insight into the potential critical
process parameters of the moisture trend during the entire granu-
lation process, enalapril maleate was investigated in a process
analytical technology approach.217,218 Therefore, enalapril maleate
was processed in a Unilab fluidbed (Hüttlin GmbH, Schopfheim,
Germany) and subsequently compressed in an Xpress 100 (Manesty,
el predictive controller.



Figure 31. Alignment of the gained data into a single data set.
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Knowsley, GB). In an initial study,217 the influence of the moisture
was investigated with respect to residual moisture, moisture profile,
and maximummoisture at end of spraying. Additionally, in a second
study,218 its dependence on the air-to-liquid mass ratio and on the
spray rate was investigated. To measure the product moisture
without time delay and with a high-resolution, an NIR spectrometer,
model X-One® (NIR Online GmbH, Walldorf, Germany), was
attached inline to the fluid bed granulator. The experiments revealed
that the moisture profile becomes a critical process parameter if the
residual moisture of the final granules exceeded 6%. Furthermore, a
limit value for the maximum moisture content during the process
could be set to a maximum of 16%. An influence on the maximum
moisture content could not be verified for the air-to-liquidmass ratio
but could be for the spray rate.

Therefore, it was concluded that a real-time process strategy for
an enalapril maleate should include an inline moisture measure-
ment setup, with limit values for maximum moisture, residual
moisture, and a moisture profile control. Although enalapril ma-
leate was used as a model substance, the findings may also apply to
other formulations and should be taken into account during pro-
cess development.

Practical Application of PAT for Monitoring and Control of Tablet
Production

There are a large number of examples of PAT being developed and
used in the production of pharmaceutical tablets. De Beer et al.40
Figure 32. Dynamic time
reviewed in depth the current applications of NIR and Raman
spectroscopy in pharmaceutical production processes, highlighting
examples in blending, drying, granulation, and tablet coating. Other
in-depth studies have been undertaken using NIR to monitor
incoming raw materials, the blend uniformity after a blending
operation,150,155 measurements of blend uniformity inside a tablet
press feed frame,178 and the moisture content of granules after
drying.172,187,219,220 Although the NIR spectrometer is a common PAT
sensor, there are many other examples including, but not limited to,
particle size measurement and the inline measurement of tablet
properties, such as hardness, weight, thickness, and uniformity.

Online information about the product quality generated during
production provides the potential to reduce the need for offline
testing, with a move toward RTRT. With sufficient online infor-
mation, the primary role of final product testing might be consid-
ered to be confirming that the online measurements are accurate.

However, to implement any quality control strategy which is
reliant on online measurement, it is first essential to ensure that

� Online measurements are robust and accurate
� The measured product can be identified and traced
� That the information derived from the online measurements
can be presented in a meaningful way, to enable quality de-
cisions to be taken

To achieve representative and robust measurements from any
PAT sensor, it is critical that the overall system design assures that
offset to reference.



Figure 33. Lighthouse Probe™dfunctional principle.
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both the individual sample being measured and the resulting data
stream generated are properly designed and understood.

Proper design and engineering of sample loops has been
recognized as a critical element in the successful application of
online analyzers in the chemical industry for many years. For
example, the measurement of moisture in a fluid bed dryer initially
appears to be a straightforward application for an NIR sensor,
installed via the wall of the dryer.

However, it is important to understand how powders can create
a build-up of material on the sensor window, resulting in a
nonrepresentative measurement. In a batch dryer where the
measurement may be expected to be changing over time, this can
potentially be detected by comparing the trend in the measure-
ment with a thermodynamic model. However, this only serves to
confirm that the NIR measurement is no longer a reliable measure
of product quality. Self-cleaning and self-calibrating sensors (e.g.,
GEA lighthouse probe, see Fig. 33) ensure that the probe is always
clean, regularly calibrated, and has the possibility for clean-in-place
procedures, even when the product has a tendency to adhere to or
contaminate the sensor.

In a continuous process where a steady-state process might
be expected to give a “stable measurement,” it becomes even
more important to be confident that the sensor is always
measuring a representative sample and is not simply returning a
stable signal because it is repeatedly measuring material which
Figure 34. Lighthouse P
has become stuck to the surface of the measurement window.
Hence, for monitoring a continuous process, it is essential to
design a system which is able to regularly validate that there is
no build-up of product on the sensor, causing erroneous
measurements.

To generate meaningful information from an online mea-
surement, it is the relationship between the movement of the
powder, the observation area, and the data acquisition process
which must be understood. Imagine a powder flowing past a
round observation window with a rapidly acquiring analyzer. If
the analyzer sample rate is much faster than the transit time of
the powder, then it will take multiple measurements of the same
powder sample as it flows past the window. Each sample is
therefore not independent, and there is a high level of autocor-
relation in the data. This will affect the way in which any sta-
tistics attempting to compare sample to sample or dose to dose
variability are calculated. However, if the aspect ratio of the
observation window is changed to give a narrower aspect ratio
with the same area, but oriented across the direction of flow,
then the powder will move quicker across the observation area,
increasing the available amount of independent samples
collected, and will provide a more representative sample (see
Fig. 34).

Having established the correct relationship between the design
of the PAT process interface, the analyzer sample rate, and the
robe (LHP) Mark 2.



Figure 35. Process model based on an initial plug flow element with 2 subsequent CSTRs causing exponential time constants.
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powder flow rate, it is essential that these are maintained
throughout the operation of the plant. Given the variability of
powder properties, it is important to ensure that the system is
robust for a range of powder behaviors. In this respect, inclined
chute systems may be subject to “slip stick” flow as powder prop-
erties vary, and it is hard to accurately predict the powder flow rate
past the measurement point. However, careful engineering of a
system with suitable control valves can ensure that the powder
flows at a predictable and repeatable velocity, which enables a
Figure 36. Simulation of response to an impuls
predictable calculation of the sample size measured and hence the
scale of scrutiny applied to the product.

When measuring powders either for moisture or chemical
composition using optical spectroscopy, the presentation of the
powder may impact the overall level of light reflected or trans-
mitted. This baseline shift is often considered as “undesirable
noise” and hence is removed mathematically. However, if the
powder presentation is controlled, for example, by ensuring both a
constant velocity and consistent head pressure, then this baseline
e/spike test for the aforementioned model.



Figure 37. Estimation of model parameters using NIR data following tracer spike test.
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shift may well contain data that are well correlated to the packing
factor or bulk density of the product. Therefore, using good engi-
neering and sample presentation not only makes the measurement
more robust but can also increase the richness of information
available.

Where the information derived from the online PAT sensor is
used to provide either feedback or feed-forward, to a previous or
subsequent control operation, the dynamics of the process must be
fully understood to avoid unstable “over-control.” Hence, the con-
trol system must include process models which take into account
transport delays and time constants. Simple impulse and step tests
are helpful in developing models and gaining an understanding of
the dynamic behavior of the process.

An example, in the continuous production of tablets, would be
in modeling the RTD of a continuous linear blending system. The
models commonly used to describe the RTD of a continuous linear
blender are continuously stirred tanks in series models221 or
dispersed plug flow models,222,223 as seen in Figure 35, with the
Figure 38. Example of controlling
model response and fitting seen in Figures 36 and 37. These models
not only return predictions of the blend potency leaving the
blender, based on the measured incoming feed variability, but also
allow for accurate material traceability through the unit.

The objective of a well-designed production system should be
to eliminate the potential for any out of specification material to
be produced. Hence, although it is important that the real-time
measurements confirm that the material measured is within
specification, it is actually more important to use suitable sta-
tistical methods to show that the measurements belong to a
population in which there is no possibility of any product
(measured or unmeasured) being out of specification. Such
methods might, for example, include univariate or multivariate
statistical process control tools, together with techniques to
confirm that the process has not be subject to any “assignable
cause” events which would cause it to exhibit non normal
behavior. Figure 38 shows an example of controlling fines after
drying and milling.
fines after drying and milling.



Figure 39. Example of material traceability for a batch produced through continuous production.
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In a continuous process, consideration must be given to how to
identify quantities of materials released from the process. This
requires defining a batch, or lot, of material which meets specifi-
cation and which can also be uniquely identified during its life-
cycle and use. Unfortunately, there is often confusion between the
definition of a batch within the framework of a continuous process
and the historical use of batch production where the quantity of
material is often defined by the vessels used. The definition of the
batch requires careful consideration; however, most regulatory
frameworks do not specify the method of manufacture, only
requiring that the composition and quality of the identified ma-
terial is known.

However, 21 CFR 210.3 (2009)224 does specifically state the
definition of a lot, with regard to continuous production:

Lotda batch, or a specific identified portion of a batch, having
uniform character and quality within specified limits; or, in case
of a drug product produced by continuous process, it is a specific
identified amount produced in a unit time or quantity in a
manner that assures its having uniform character and quality
within specified limits.

Given that during continuous processing it is highly probably
that different batches or lots of raw material will be introduced to
the system, it is essential that both raw materials and process
conditions can be reliably linked to a given quantity of final product
(ASTM Standard E2968, 2014).225 Again the understanding and use
of process models, as shown in Figure 39, provides away to achieve
a reliable level of traceability, as illustrated in Figure 40.

The aforementioned examples are intended to highlight some of
the practical considerations necessary to design a robust product
quality assurance system using online PAT methods. Analyzer
technology and method development are clearly essential to
ensuring accurate information. However, the importance of good
powder and process engineering required to implement such sys-
tems in a practical, reliable and robust way must not be under-
estimated. ASTM standard WK34349 New Guide for the



Figure 40. Diagram showing how input materials can be spread across multiple lots due to process back-mixing.

Figure 41. Reflectance from tablet surface: high energy, medium S/N ratio; surface
measurement (small portion of sample ~20%); assumes tablet homogeneity.
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Application of Continuous Processing in the Pharmaceutical In-
dustry may also provide useful guidance.

The Feed Frame as an Ultimate Sample Interface for a Continuous
Manufacturing Stream

The PAT community has over the years demonstrated that a
spectroscopic system can be designed to collect representative
spectral response data on powders. This can be achieved by
momentarily stopping part of the flow, or isolating tablet cores
holding them still and collecting spectral data of the surface, or
collecting transmission data when radiation has passed through a
tablet (see Figs. 41 and 42). These approaches have tended to
minimize the noise contributions, by removing the disturbance
contributions from powder or tablet movement.

A more recent option is to marry the relatively fast movement of
powders, with an even faster scanning spectrometer. This in effect
allows us to collect fast scans of a large number of small subsamples
(e.g., 50 scans of ~3 mg) and co-add these subsample scans as a
means to obtain a representative “spectrum” of a unit dose mass of
powder (see Fig. 43).

The fundamental interaction of NIR radiation with the sample
has a significant bearing on the success of these types of ap-
proaches. This section will discuss the fundamental spectroscopic
advantages of the approach of using a fast scanning diode array
spectrometer, to thoroughly interrogate small subsamples and thus
collect a representative sample of a fast moving powder bed.

When NIR radiation is directed at a solid surface, a number of
physical effects can take place. Radiation that bounces of the sur-
face as specular reflection or “glare” contains no information about
the composition of the sample. In fact, this adds significant noise,
effectively decreasing the S/N ratio (see Fig. 44).

Some energy is totally absorbed or leaks side-ways and out of
the side of the sample. It is lost, not captured by the detector, and
thus does not provide information about the sample.

A small proportion, of radiation, less than 2%, finds a pathway
through the sample and can be collected as a transmission spec-
trum. This radiation does contain information about the composi-
tion of the sample, although will have a low signal-to-noise ratio.

The most information-rich effect is called diffuse reflectance. In
this case, the energy enters the sample, interacts with the particles
in the sample, but also finds a path back to the surface. This can
then be detected as a diffuse reflectance spectrum. Typically, these
interactions have high signal-to-noise ratios.

As the density decreases, or dilation of a powder bed increases
(such as in a moving powder bed), diffuse reflection becomes more
efficient in providing good compositional information about a
sample. The amount of specular noise is decreased, whereas the
information-rich diffuse reflection increases, resulting in a high
proportion of strong signals and decreasing noise. As a result, the
signal-to-noise ratio increases.

Conversely, as a powder is compressed into a tablet, the diffuse
reflectance process becomes less efficient, and “glare” off the almost
polished surface of the sample increases, on account of higher spec-
ular reflection. This results in reduced diffuse radiation returning from
the sample, thus reducing the signal-to-noise ratio, making reflec-
tance spectra more variable, less useable, and less information rich.

Obviously, the key for any reliable and robust measurement is
the right balance of signal contributions to noise contributions. In
reality, we are always balancing these 2 components when devel-
oping measurements and their interfaces. Careful consideration of
the effect on S/N, from themovement of the powder bed, also needs
to be factored into themeasurement design. Thus, interface designs
and probe placement require a large amount of understanding of
the probe design, process information required, as well as under-
standing of the powder flow dynamics.



Figure 42. Transmission through tablet: low energy, low S/N ratio; greater mass
contribution ~40%; tablet positioning important.
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Reflectance off the surface of tablets is a common approach to
assessing potency and content uniformity, as shown in Figure 41.
Although this approach works well in some cases, the approach
suffers 1 significant draw back, in that only the surface layer of the
tablet contributes to the spectrum. This could result in large errors
for cases where the tablet composition is not perfectly homoge-
neous, on amicroscale level. The compressed surface of the tablet is
also difficult to penetrate and causes a significant amount of
specular reflectance which reduces the S/N ratio.

Transmission measurements through the center of a tablet do
not suffer specular reflectance errors, but the density of most tab-
lets dictates that less than 2% of the incident energy will pass
through the tablet, to the detector placed at the other side. This
results in poor S/N in the spectra. Although the proportion of the
tablet contributing to the measurement in transmission measure-
ments is greater than reflectance, still as little as 40% of the tablet
Figure 43. Fast scanning of small subsamples: high energy, very high S/N
contributes to a spectrum for some instrument configurations. This
can again result in sampling errors (see Fig. 42).

The feed-frame location was identified many years ago as a
suitable location180 for measurements designed to evaluate blend
homogeneity and content uniformity. The concept was to insert a
probe into the top of a feed frame and position it precisely above
the fingers of the spider wheel (see Fig. 45). This arrangement,
together with a fast spectrometer, would support collection of a
large number of subsamples, which could then be co-added or
averaged into a unit dose or other desired outcome. This configu-
ration allows evaluation of the powder characteristics, just before
the compression step, and offers an effective alternative to previous
approaches.

Collection of excellent spectral data has been demonstrated, as
the dilated powder moving in the feed frame is an efficient matrix
from which to generate information-rich diffuse reflectance
spectra.

One factor that can potentially interfere with collecting data in
the feed frame is the fingers of the spider wheel. As each finger
moves under the probe window, the metal surface acts like a
mirror, resulting in a pulse of specular energy reflecting back into
the probe collection fibers (see Fig. 46). This effect can be removed
using mathematical filters, as it is so intense and easily detected.
However, a more satisfactory means to avoid the interference
completely is to cut notches in the fingers of the metal spider
wheel, wide and deep enough that powder will flow through the
space and effectively, as shown in Figure 47, shield the metal from
interfering with the measurement of the powder bed.

The result of cutting finger notches can be seen in the plot of
baseline noise in Figure 47.

Although the feed-frame approach can be used for batch-
manufacturing operations (in fact, i.e., what it was originally
designed for), it becomes even more significant for continuous
manufacture evaluation. The sensitivity of the measurement is
demonstrated for a relatively low active concentration formulation,
in a continuous manufacturing run (Fig. 48).

In Figure 49, the correlation between the NIR measurement and
core samples analyzed by conventional HPLC analysis is demon-
strated, during a continuous manufacturing run. The solid lines
represent an NIR result generated every 4 s, compared to the
crosses which plot the HPLC analysis of single tablet cores, sampled
from the press at intervals during the run. This is known as
ratio; greater mass contribution ~100%; positioning is not a factor.



Figure 44. Interaction of NIR radiation and solid samples.
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stratified sampling. The relationship holds true, between NIR of the
powder flowing through the feed frame and core samples, even
when the throughput of the continuous system is increased from 5
to 30 kg/h.

The analysis in this case is a simple single wavelength trend,
which can be used for early development work or other studies that
require a fast and agile capability. This approach is very information
rich and has been used to better understand mixing operations as
well as equipment performance. The approach can of course be
Figure 45. Position of the probe abov
extended (with additional work) to more quantitative and multi-
variate approaches if and when required.

The NIR can be used to track ingredients other than the API. In
Figure 50, the NIR is used to track the response from magnesium
stearate during an exercise to understand the feeder performance
for this ingredient.

At the beginning of the run, the feeder output varied, and the
subsequent variation in magnesium stearate concentration is
shown by the NIR response.
e the fingers of the spider wheel.



Figure 46. Spider wheel with notches in the fingers.
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Generally, sampling is desired at a unit dose weight of 100-300
mg. For that, as explained previously, the average spectral response
is taken from 50 co-added spectra of a ~3 mg subsamples. If,
however, the spectrum of a single ~3 mg subsample is taken,
interesting micromixing characteristics can be seen. Figure 51
shows the response with time for single scans. There are signifi-
cant spikes in the response line. The spectrum at the spike moment
can be matched to the ingredients in the formulation. In this case,
the spike spectrum is found to be that of almost pure stearic acid.
This reveals information about the micromixing and dispersion of
the lubricant in the formulation.

The capability of the NIR probe to assess concentration and
uniformity of the formulation ingredients in the feed frame has
been demonstrated.

Another aspect of control, that may be important for some for-
mulations, is the physical state of powder passing through the feed
frame. As the fingers of the spider wheels begin to move through
the powder, they dilate the particles and cause a reduction in
density. That reduction in density affects some parameters of the
Figure 47. Plot of b
tablet core the press is generating at that time, like tensile strength,
for example. This information could be detected with the NIR probe
and potentially used to optimize tablet press performance.

Concluding this study, the feed frame of a tablet press is an ideal
interface for fiber-optic NIR probes. The dilation of and relatively
fast moving powder presents an opportunity to collect high S/N
spectra, that can be used to thoroughly interrogate unit dose
weights of the powder.

This fundamentally sound spectroscopy facilitates excellent
compositional analysis of all ingredients, with at least the same
accuracy and precision of off-line methods, but at a frequency of 4 s
per measurement point.

The physical matrix related information in NIR data collected
during press start-up or stops provides a means to optimize start-
up procedures to minimize waste generation from variable
weight tablets.

The utility of the fast spectrometer probe, combined with a
spider wheel moving the powder quickly at a constant velocity,
makes the system an ideal component for control of continuous
processes.
Process Analytical Technology in Polymer Manufacturing

Although much of the published literature and professional
conferences regarding PAT has focused on pharmaceutical appli-
cations, PAT has also been applied successfully in the chemical
processing industry with significant activity at both extremes of the
molecular weight scale (e.g., hydrocarbons and polymer processes).
Within this study, the focus is on the use of PAT for commercial
polymer production, specifically polyethylene (PE).

Polyethylene is the largest volume synthetic polymer world-
wide, with 85millionmetric tons produced annually in 2014 and an
expected annual growth rate of 5%. Polyethylene enjoys its domi-
nant market position on account of a unique balance of price and
performance as well as diversity of markets and applications,
including packaging, automotive components, protective and per-
formance films, industrial containers, bottles and bags, pipes, ca-
bles, housewares, and sporting goods. Such diversity stems from
the breadth of material properties possible with PE, by virtue of the
variety of comonomers that can be incorporated into the polymer
structure. A diverse array of production technologies also contrib-
utes to product diversity. These 2 aspects determine the molecular
composition and backbone structure of the polymer, which in turn
determines the processibility and key performance properties.
aseline noise.



Figure 48. Sensitivity of measurement.
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Polyethylene can be produced as a homopolymer but more
commonly includes a copolymer. Typical comonomers are octene,
hexene, and butene, although specialized products incorporating
polar comonomers such as vinyl acetate, vinyl alcohol, acrylic acid,
and maleic anhydride are also produced. Options for production
technology are gas phase, high pressure, slurry (suspension), and
solution.226 Although the specific process conditions and details
vary between these different technologies, the basic process flow is
the same as shown in Figure 52. Process analyzers can be used at
each stage of the manufacturing process for various purposes, as
will be described in the following sections.

Ensuring sufficient purity of raw materials is critical for process
safety and reliability as well as product quality. Therefore, the chief
aim of PAT applied to raw materials in polymer manufacturing is
the identification of problematic contaminants or undesirable mi-
nor components and preventing them from entering the produc-
tion process. These are typically present at trace levels, so
quantitative analytical techniques are critical. Commonly used
process analyzers are optical spectroscopy (especially IR, NIR, and
Figure 49. Correlation between NIR measurement and core samples analyzed
Raman) and gas chromatography (GC), depending on the physical
form of the reactant feed stream. Spectroscopic analyzers are
simple, cost-effective, and can be used for samples in all physical
forms with minimal sampling considerations, thanks to the advent
of immersion optics over the past 2 decades. The downside to
spectroscopic analyzers is that they typically require the develop-
ment of chemometric models to yield quantitative results. Gas
chromatography, on the other hand, provides impurity concentra-
tion information directly but at the expense of a more complex
instrument requiring more frequent maintenance and calibration.

Of particular concern are species that can act as catalyst poisons,
reducing the reaction efficiency in the reactor and potentially
altering the activity ratio when multiple catalysts are used. Typical
catalyst poisons are water, oxygen, CO, CO2, alcohols, acetylene,
dienes, and sulfur-containing compounds.226 As an example of the
use of PAT in the raw material sector, use of a Raman spectroscopic
probe in a feed stream to detect the presence catalyst poisons is
described in several patents.227,228 If the concentration of the poi-
son exceeds an allowed limit, mitigating action could then be
by conventional HPLC analysis during a continuous manufacturing run.



Figure 50. NIR used to track the response from magnesium stearate.

Figure 51. Response with time for single scans.
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initiated, such as (1) adjusting process operating conditions, (2)
adjusting the flow rate of the feed stream, or the ratio of 2 feed
streams, or (3) terminating supply of the feedstock. Simple process
instruments are also available that can provide information on
specific contaminants, such as moisture and oxygen sensors.

As shown in Figure 52, the PE production process is comprised
of 3 fundamental unit operations: (1) reactor, where the polymer-
ization actually occurs, (2) separator, where the polymer is sepa-
rated from the reaction mixture for further processing, and (3)
extruder and pelletizer, where the polymer is formulated (if
desired), and transformed into pellet form for shipment.

The chief aim of PAT, with regard to monitoring the polymeri-
zation reaction, is achieving the desired molecular weight, or de-
gree of polymerization. For a copolymer, the content of comonomer
in the polymer is also critical. There are 3 approaches to monitoring
these 2 key factors, which can also be used in combination with
each other to provide improved confidence. First, characteristics of
the polymer can bemeasured directly. Second, the characteristics of
the polymer can be inferred by measuring conversion of the
monomer and comonomer. Third, process models including ther-
modynamic and kinetic equations specific to the individual process
conditions and composition can be incorporated into advanced
process control schemes.229-232

The type of process analyzers available depend on the compo-
sition and conditions (temperature and pressure) of the process
stream. Figure 53 is a bubble chart illustrating patent references to
different types of process analyzers used to monitor polyolefin
polymerization at different points in the process. The size of the
bubble is proportional to the number of patents referencing each
combination of analyzer technology and sample stream.

Spectroscopy is the predominant type of process analyzer used
in polyolefin production, with NIR and Raman being the most
common. The nature of the sample stream in the reaction zone or
downstreamvaries depending on the process technology, including
solution of polymer in hydrocarbon solvent, polymer particles
suspended in hydrocarbon solvent, or polymer particles. Spec-
troscopy is flexible in its ability to be deployed for a wide range of
such sample streams. As an example, the use of spectroscopy to
control slurry,233,234 gas phase,235 high pressure,236 and solution237

processes is addressed in a series of patents. This series of patents
focuses on measuring key polymer properties, such as density
(indicative of comonomer content), molecular weight, and
molecular weight distribution. Alternatively, for high pressure and
solution processes, concentrations of monomer, comonomer, and
hydrogen can also be measured to determine conversion and mo-
lecular weight. Density can be controlled by using FTIR spectros-
copy or other type of spectrometer to measure the ratio of
monomer to comonomer feeding the reactor.238 FTIR is particularly
efficacious for gas phase sample streams (e.g., raw material feed,
recycle loop, or vessel headspace) to detect contaminants contrib-
uting to plugging or fouling.239

In some PE production processes, the polymer forms into par-
ticles in the reaction zone, presenting an opportunity to measure
the resin in solid form without waiting for the material to move
through the finishing section of the process (pelletizer). Here, on-
line NMR spectroscopy has enjoyed success, with the NMR signal
typically related through chemometric models to laboratory-
measured properties such as Melt Index (MI), density, and xylene
solubles.232,240

By the time the polymer reaches the extruder, process sol-
vents and other residuals have been removed, and final polymer
properties can be directly measured. This is where process rhe-
ometers are deployed to measure the flow behavior of the resin,
primarily the MI and flow rate ratio (FRR). These typical product
specification items relate to average molecular weight and mo-
lecular weight distribution. PAT design choices for process



Figure 52. Basic polyethylene production process flow diagram.

Figure 53. Bubble chart showing number of patents addressing a specific type of
analyzer technology at various sample stream locations in a polyolefin manufacturing
process.
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rheometers are capillary rheometers (single for MI only, dual for
both MI and FRR, or extension of the MI measurement range, e.g.,
Dynisco Continuous Melt Rheometer and Flow Characterization
Rheometer (FCR), Gottfert Mini Bypass Rheograph, Side Stream
Rheometer, and Real Time Rheometer and Optical Control Sys-
tems Rheometer OP5), or slit die rheometers (e.g., Thermo Fisher
Scientific HAAKE PCR Process Control Rheometer). Feed stream to
the rheometer can be either molten polymer off the extruder
(on-line) or a pellet stream after the pelletizer (at-line), in which
case a small extruder is incorporated into the analyzer design.
Choice of sample point will depend on factors such as additive
addition process and required response time. The analyzer
output (pressure drop vs. melt flow rate) is correlated to MI and
FRR measured in the laboratory according to ASTM D1238
because the on-line measurement is not identical to the labora-
tory instrument design. For reliable and accurate predictions, and
to avoid large errors when deviating from the calibration point, it
is essential to select optimum operating conditions.241 Special-
ized online extensional rheometers are also available, which
provide further information about melt elasticity (e.g., Gottfert
On-line Rheotens).

During the continuous production of polymers, a slip-stream of
pellets is usually sent to an analyzer house or laboratory, and
subdivided for at-line inspection of final product quality by various
analyzers.242 This information augments select laboratory analysis
at defined time intervals. For the continuous PAT, the main focus is
centered on key product characteristics such as molecular weight
via MI measurements, xylene solubles accessible via chemometric
models of NMR measurements (covered in the previous section),
additive concentrations, defects such as contaminants and gels, as
well the quality of the pellets themselves. The collected informa-
tion can be used for RTR of the product.

The detection of pellet or powder contaminations or color de-
viations is becoming more important. Examples of possible pellet
contaminants include heavily oxidized polymer, metal particles,
and other foreign material (Fig. 54).

Historically, the polymer pellets or powder was inspected
visually on a light table, and the number of visible defects observed
during the inspection time used to assess product quality. Nowa-
days, commonly available PAT contamination counters operate
continuously, using a slip-stream of defined throughput. Full ma-
terial inspection is also now possible due to the availability of
higher throughput instruments. Optionally, the analyzer is also
equipped with a system to remove pellets containing contamina-
tion from the sample stream (so-called pellet sorting, e.g., Satake
Pellet Sorter Vision System, Optical Control Systems Pellet Scanning
System PS800C). Usually the contamination counter uses a high-
resolution color camera, in combination with a high-speed image
processing computer. Collected images are categorized according to
specific production needs, for example, based on contaminant size
and color information. Because the contaminants occur as discrete
rare events, it is important to appreciate the Poisson distribution of
the collected data when conducting analysis. In addition to product
quality assessment, the collected information can be used for pro-
cess troubleshooting.

The size and shape of the pellets are critical to material-
handling considerations (bulk density, dust creation), as well as
processability in end use (consistent feeding and melting in
extrusion). On-line imaging analyzers (e.g., Optical Control Systems
Particle Size and Shape Analyzer, PSSD) provide timely information
to correct pelletizer operating parameters or trigger periodic die
maintenance. Pellet size is typically calculated as the equivalent
circular diameter (although other choices are possible). Multiple
morphometric parameters indicative of shape are available, but the
most commonly used for plastic pellets is convexity, defined as the
ratio of actual image area of a particle and the area enclosed by the
“convex hull.” Using just a few parameters, several types of
defective pellets can be defined, including dust, angel hair, pellets
with tails, and doubles or triples (conjoined pellets).243,244 Some
example images are shown in Figure 55.

Many of the quality critical properties of interest cannot be
measured on a pellet sample, so an at-line extrusion system
transforms the pellets into film or tape for further analysis.

A key performance criterion for polymer resins, in particular
film grades, is the gel level. The term “gel” describes a variety of



Figure 54. Examples of pellets containing contaminants as (a) image and (b) digitized.
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inclusions and contaminants that cause problems during film and
part fabrication, such as oxidized polymer; cross-linked polymer
nodules; polymeric impurities with significantly different viscos-
ities; and foreign materials such as fibers, dust, or paper.245 Some
examples are shown in Figure 56.

Detection of gels in-line, in the process melt, is subject to
continuous research to eliminate the time delay and material waste
associated with film inspection. Thus far, the available technologies
do not offer the required reliability and robustness. The available PAT
technologies for industrial use integrate a single screw extruder of
small to moderate throughput, with a winder system and analytical
instrumentation. For the gel analysis, an optical camera system is
usually used in either transmission or surface roughness inspection
mode, but often infrared spectroscopy (FTIR, NIR) is simultaneously
conducted on the sample film. Generally, the results are used for
product quality assessment but are also instrumental in identifying
process upsets and origins of the contaminants. The film analyzer
system operates continuously in the production laboratory or
analyzer house and is completely remote controlled via the DCS.
Reliability and robustness are crucial for a successful product quality
inspection and are among the key technology requirements.

The first step in the analysis is sample preparation through film
casting or blowing. To ensure reproducible and for the customer
relevant analytical results, the extrusion conditions are of crucial
Figure 55. Select images of (a) dust and (b) abnormally shaped
importance. Although it is impossible to simulate the conditions at
various customers, a careful selection of extrusion and film prep-
aration conditions is essential for useful and consistent gel analysis
results. Excessive shear stress during extrusion can cause material
degradation, whereas insufficient shear stress allows irrelevant
defects to pass the extrusion process resulting in inflated defect
counts.

For optical inspection, CCD line cameras are most commonly
used with various light sources, covering the UV to visual wave-
length range. When operated in transmission mode, a defect is
detected via a darker spot recorded by the camera. It is critical for
reliable analysis to operate the camera at optimal settings for the
material, adjusting gray levels and contrast thresholds for defects,
as well as operating at appropriate resolutions; usual pixel reso-
lution ranges are between 10 and 50 mm. See Figure 57 for a
depiction of the gel analysis.

For gel analysis, a critical analytical component is data handling
and interpretation. Most commonly, the results are reported as
counts in defined size classes, using pattern-recognition software.
Contrary to most analytical results, the defect count analysis fol-
lows a Poisson distribution. Corresponding averages and variations
are determined differently from the usual normal distribution.

The same film system used for gel analysis can be combined
with spectroscopic instrumentation to determine physical
pellets abnormally shaped pellets with tail or (c) doublette.



Figure 56. Some typical examples of gels: (a) cross-linked gel, (b) foreign contamination, (c) highly oxidized gel, as shown in these micrographs.246
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properties and additive concentrations of the resin. A big benefit is
that the sample is already in film, which is sufficiently thin for
transmission spectroscopy by FTIR, Raman, or FTNIR analysis.
However, various spectroscopic probes are also available (also ul-
trasonic, UV, dielectric relaxation spectroscopy, small angle light
scattering) for melt analysis, through a thin die channel attached to
the end of an at-line extruder.247 However, on account of the high
absorbance of the polymer melt, in-line measurements are chal-
lenging and analysis is usually restricted to at-line technologies
applied to films or melt flow in thin channels.

To determine physical properties and additive levels from
spectroscopic data, PLS calibration models are most commonly
used. The calibration models can be established for specific resins
but also cover product groups reducing the number of models
required for continuous analysis. It is imperative, however, to
ensure sufficiently accurate model predictions for product release
and establish a calibration model maintenance roadmap to prop-
erly trigger model updates.248

Process analytical technology is widely used in commercial PE
production for process trending, process control, as well final
product quality decisions. Different types of analytical technology
are deployed, depending on the nature of the sample stream.
Process GCs and spectrometers are used to detect contaminants in
raw material feeds to prevent undesirable impacts to the process,
such as catalyst poisoning or fouling. Spectrometers are the pre-
dominant instrument of choice for monitoring the actual pro-
duction process, although GC and NMR also play a role.
Rheometers can be installed either on-line or at-line at the
extruder system to measure the polymer flow properties. Finally,
optical imaging techniques and spectroscopy are used to measure
the finished product properties, including pelletization quality,
contamination level (gels and other inclusions), and additive
concentrations. The advancement of these PAT options over the
past 30 years has greatly benefitted the PE market by enabling
faster product grade transitions, as well improving product quality
through more consistent material properties and lower contami-
nation levels.
Figure 57. Depiction of the analytical concept fo
Conclusion and Perspectives

Within this document, an apparent plurality can be found, first by
the diversity of PAT tools used, but secondly, and even more
importantly, by the methods and strategies chosen on how to realize
PAT. This nicely displays themultidisciplinarity and variety of the PAT
world. Even more so, this is not only expected, but necessary, as
different organizations have different goals to be realized via PAT.

Although the individual sections in this document are diverse,
an overall transition pattern can be observed. This starts with ac-
ademic insights on individual measurement principles, and how
those are applied and optimized to specific problems. This then
transforms to more elaborate implementations, combining several
measurement positions and advanced data analytics. Finally, the
path reaches newly developed, but also longlasting, industrial ex-
periences, where the implementation of PAT in already established
concepts and the robustness of these technologies becomes a more
dominant aspect.

In summary, from the individual sections, it can also be seen that
sampling is a crucial aspect for PAT. As process conditions and
processed material strongly vary, correct setup of the sampling
mechanisms often needs very specific knowledge and iteration
trials. Especially in the manufacturing of SODFs, where powdered
material needs to be handled, off-the-shelf sampling setups often
do not succeed and need to be replaced by custom made, specif-
ically tailored, newly engineered solutions.

Depending on the aim of the PAT application, the strategies of
implementation will naturally divert. Whereas, for knowledge
generating scientifically interesting methods, providing detailed
information on the process can be exploited, even when a
cumbersome setup and extensive data treatment is necessary.
Application of PAT in an industrial environment requires a robust
sampling setup and standardized methods for data interpretation.
When PAT is used for (statistical) process control, machine pa-
rameters play a vital role in determining the current process state.
In contrast, when anticipating RTR, more focus has to be applied to
directly measure the intermediate and final product attributes.
r gel measurements in the plastics industry.



Table 2
Checklist for the selection of PAT Tools
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Furthermore, PAT tools (like every aspect in an industrial pro-
duction environment) have a lifecycle. Hence, tools have to be
selected, modified, deployed, undergo maintenance, have a lifespan,
and finally be replaced. This is not only true for themechanical parts,
which can wear and deteriorate, but also for the software and che-
mometric models, which require regular updates. Any aid in this
field, that is proactive detection of maintenance, automated cleaning
and maintenance acts, and so forth, is highly relevant.

The selection of the correct PAT solution can sometimes be a
complex task. Nonetheless, although tempting, we resisted creating
a flowchart for PAT selection, as this cannot adequately represent
the often encountered specifics of a certain application and can in
any case undoubtedly not cover all the possible attributes one is
interested in and the methods to achieve them. However, to lend
the aspirant a helping hand, a short checklist was prepared and can
be found in Table 2. This checklist will help to collect the basic re-
quirements and information needed to decide on a PAT tool.

Another thing to keep in mind, often concealed by the
numerous aspects to consider, is the ubiquitous principle of keep-
ing it simple. PAT does not necessarily mean large investments,
with complex hardware and software. Often very simple solutions
already provide elegant access to information hitherto cloaked or
only vaguely deduced from latent variables in the experience of
operators.

As already seen in the applications presented in this document,
PAT thrives. Research in enabling existing measurement systems to
be used on-line and development of new measurement devices is
ongoing. Whereas NIR currently serves as the Swiss army knife, the
development and implementation of more specialized sensors is
ongoing.

Finally, it is PAT's multidisciplinarity which demands and at-
tracts people with background in many fields of science and engi-
neering. This stimulates the field, both currently and in the future.
Emerging problems can often be attacked from various points of
view and where one discipline might fail, another could succeed.

Thus, it is very likely, that PAT will continue to grow in the
future, offering more specialized solutions to individual problems.
At the same time, it will become more accessible and easier to
implement in practice. Especially in combination with the shift to
continuous processes and pharmaceutical quality life cycle man-
agement, PAT has already an established backbone. As the appli-
cation of PAT has already revealed the breadth of knowledge which
can be gained, it is unthinkable to return to the former state of
ignorance.
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